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Steamy venture
will raise cash
for universities

A song for spring

By David Berkowitz
California State University planners have devised a plan to raise moo.
than $10 million annually at three campuses including SJSU. But it’s not yei
clear where the money will go.
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Tracy Silvana

Nancy Batchelor and Carl London boogie down to the scintillating serenades of the
singing Sigma Chi fraternity brothers at the April 12 Greek Songfest. Sigma Chi and

Delta Zeta snatched top honors for their vigorous vocalizing during the Greek Week
event. See related story on page 6.

Surveys probe parking problem
By Larry Hooper
More than 85 percent of those
parking on the Fourth Street dirt
lots are SJSU commuters, according to surveys conducted last month.
Between 7 a.m. and 3 p.m.,
about 950 cars destined for SJSU are
parking in the two Fourth Street dirt
lots between San Fernando and San
Carlos streets per day, one survey
said.
The two surveys, one conducted
by ABM parking services, which
runs the dirt lots for the city, and
one conducted by the university
parking office in March, also revealed a rise in the use of alternative transportaion, said Keith Opalewski, SJSU commute coordinator.
The two city -owned lots are
slated for housing, retail and office
development as part of the San Antonio Plaza redevelopment project.
Councilwoman Susan Hammer,

See chart page 5
whose district includes the lots and
the SJSU area, said the lots should
be under construction by the beginning of next year.
Ed Nemetz, SJSU traffic manager, commented on the survey and
the impending closure of the lots to
parking.
we
"I can tell you right now
have no place to put them (the parkers)," he said. "The only thing that
comes to mind is the closure of San
Carlos Street. Even that won’t solve
the problem, but it is a step in the
right direction." The closure of San
Carlos Street would net 276 more

parking spaces, Nemetz said. Originally, parking officials thought the
closure would net 238, but the closure would also close a part of Seventh Street, creating the additional

spaces
Other alternatives, such as
parking at south campus or at other
nearby lots, are "just not feasible,"
Nemetz said

Debate continues
on garage issue
A perspective on the parhing issue
By Scott I3ontz
"During these tenuous economic times, does it make more sense to
’maintain and cherish what one already has’ or ’demolish and pray for better timesV "
Gary Klee, environmental studies program coordinator, in a Feb. 1
letter to the California State University Chancellor’s Office.
The proposed Fourth Street garage has generated controversy since its inception.
Proponents say SJSU has needed more parking for years and want the
1,200-space structure between San Salvador and San Carlos streets to
make up for the planned closing of the nearby city-owned dirt lots, where
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’There is just no money to operate shuttles to take these people
from peripheral lots to campus and
back to their cars," he said.
"Closing San Carlos is all we
have," he added. "I don’t see any
other alternatives in the works."
The city has no plans for the
SJSU parkers either.
"The city has been telling (San
Jose) State to build a garage for
years I guess the university is finally considering it," said Dale
Windes, assistant manager of ABM
parking services.
"I don’t think the city is planning anything ( for the SJSU parkers ) at all," he added.
If the university garage proposed for Fourth Street between San
Carlos and San Salvador streets is
approved by the California State
University board of trustees in May,
the garage could be in use by the
spring semester of 1985, according
to Henry Orbach. SJSU facilities director.
Windes predicted a"full school
year" would pass between the time
the dirt lots close and the university
opens its yet -to-be-approved garage.
The survey conducted by the
campus parking office also revealed
though use of alternative transportation is up, nearly 65 percent of
SJSU’s commuters still drive to
campus alone.
Use of public transportaion ( bus
or train) rose 2 percent since the last
survey was conducted in Jan. 1980,
Opalewski said. Carpooling. accord
Cnnlintred on page 5

According to Henry Orbach, associate vice-president in charge of facili
ties at SJSU, a Saratoga -based power company will pay for and construct a
SS-million power-generator within SJSU’s 10th Street power plant, probably
sometime next year.
The university will pay the company for steam generated by the plant.
but will retain a 30 percent interest in the facility. SJSU uses steam -based
generators to provide electricity for the campus.
Orbach said this would mean while the steam would have to be put
chased, the remaining energy produced would be sold to Pacific Gas and
Electric at an annual estimate of $2 million. The CSU system would reap 30
percent of that figure.
The university will not be charged for project construction or mainte
nance after completion. In fact, the power company would have to pay SJSU
more than $400,000 for planned campus -wide renovations and waterline repairs in MacQuarrie and Sweeney Halls.
Orbach said while SJSU officials are hopeful, it is not altogether clear
whether CSU will take the revenue or will allow it logo directly to SJSU.
"I’m guessing the cash will go to CSU," Orbach said, "but I would like ii
to go to the campus. I’m going to make a pitch for it."
Orbach said legally, the project’s revenue would have to go to the state.
meaning CSU.
In addition to the 70 percent power companies would receive, they ac
cepted the plan in principle because of tax credits, depreciation, and sa%
ings on the cost of building a shelter for the generators.
CSU San Luis Obispo and Northridge will get similar arrangements
with two other companies. All totaled, the three campus facilities will account for more than 845 million, with approximately 614.5 million going to
CSU.
"There are three projects in the works," Orbach said. "This is the
smallest and cheapest of the three."
Originally, the project was to be paid for by the state. Two years ago.
Gov. Edmund G. Brown Jr. included funding in his 1982-83 budget for a simi
lar project at San Diego State University, which is currently under construction.
The first plan called for 14 of 19 CSU campuses to get the same deal. But
the state ran out of money this year and legislators told CSU it would have to
find alternate ways of funding the project. They suggested trying to get
funding in the "public sector."
The method worked out between SJSU, San Luis Obispo, Northridge and
private contractors was an answer to that problem.
The new project resembles a similar money -making scheme used by
CSU in the 70s. The state once experimented with offshore oil rigs which the
university system owned. Called the Capitol Outlay Fund for Higher Education, all the revenue generated was to be allocated to the univerisities.
But, according to SJSU President Gail Fullerton, as the state budget
began to emerge five years ago, more "COFHE" money began to go to Sacramento than to the colleges.
Orbach ’acknowledged the same thing could happen to this project. But
he said it would still help in the short -run.
"Even if it does, I don’t care because of this big slug of capital improvement and we are saving a big supply of finite resources.
The people of California are ahead right now," Orbach said.

Taskforce to aid
women/ minorities
By Carrie Hagen
The population of California is changing:
California allows 400,000 Indochinese a year to enter the state.
...There are fewer Caucasians, Blacks, and Chicanos born here each year.
By the year 1992, the state will be approximately 78 percent non-white.
These are some of the reasons which Andrew Hughey, dean of the
School of Applied Arts and Sciences, gives for the formation of the Multicultural Task Force.
"Silicon Valley, or Santa Clara County, is probably the most culturally
pluralistic body of land in the United States," Hughey said. "We’re going to
have to learn to live together or we’re going to war on each other."
The purpose of the task force, headed by Lela Llorens, professor of occupational therapy, is to look at each SJSU department and decide how the
university can admit, retain, and graduate women and minorities, how it
can get rid of stereotypes in education, and how it can change attitudes and
behaviors.
"The university has a responsibility in American education for finding,
imparting and inseminating knowledge," said Hughey. "With knowledge,
then you can make a decision whether to serve man or not to serve man."
Hughey said that school curricula, from kindergarten through higher
education, should teach about other cultures and other peoples.
"We can’t be exculsive any more," he said. "I think any liberally edu
Continued en pope 6

Women studies class resents Weekly Playtoy’ satire

Julie Pitta

By Karen Sorensen
A recent Independent Weekly
insert entitled "Playtoy" has
caused a women’s studies class to
send a letter of protest to the
Weekly, the insert’s advertisers,
and the SJSU sexual harassment officers.
Jane Boyd, instructor of the
"Studies on Sex and Power" class,
said the publication was "totally
tasteless and offensive"
But Weekly Editor Julie Pitta
said Playtoy was a parody of "Playboy" and "most of all it was a parody of the sorts of people who read it
and the kind of image it projects. It
was meant as a put-down of that
view of women."
But neither Boyd nor the 26 students who signed the letter thought

the publication was humorous.
"Perhaps the ’Playtoy’ insert
was meant as an April Fool’s joke,"
the letter stated. "If this is the case,
we hasten to state that ’fun’ at the
expense of others is not humor."
The class complained that Play toy is "degrading to the students,
the advertisers, and the university
image as a whole."
The Weekly is funded by the Associated Students, Spartan Shops,
and advertisements. Therefore, student fees and student consumers, in
part, support the publication, the
let ter states.
Because of this, "It is inappropriate for an issue of the Weekly to
perpetrate images of the female as
exploitable and males as exploiters.
A news magazine subsidized by the

student population of a university
must be above this kind of lournalism. "
The letter also said journalists
have a responsiblity to report issues
of concern to the students, such as
the unstable support of higher education by the legislature.
"As a campus organization, the
Independent Weekly represents the
university," the letter stated. "The
non-academic value of the March 23
issue adds fuel to the argument that
students are free-loaders who exploit the ’free’ educational system."
Pitta said this is the first complaint the Weekly has received
about the issue.
"We definitely took a risk," by
publishing it, she said. "It was an
experiment, but we’ve gotten a lot of

compliments from both men and
women about the Playtoy issue."
Boyd said she hopes the letter
will make the Weekly realize while
they have power of the press, the
people represented by the press also
have power. The press is influenced
by their targeted readership, she
said.
"Freedom of the press belongs
to those who own the press," she
said.
Pitta said she didn’t feel those
organizations funding the Weekl
should have any input in the edito
rial content of the Weekly or the
had ever wanted any input
"We wouldn’t be a newspaper if
we had to clear what we were going
to do with them, ’ she said.
Playtoy brought out an emo-

tional issue, Pitta said.
"I think some people had a tendency to pick up Playtoy and look at
the graphics and photos and be
shocked," without reading the content of Playtoy and understanding
what was trying to be done, she said.
"That’s a shame because it was
a very well-done parody." she said.

Weather

Today will be sunny with
clear skies with light and varia
ble winds, according to the Na
tional Weather Service.
Temperatures will range
from a high of 67 degrees. to a
low of 45 degrees.
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EDITORIAL

Watt offends Beach Boys fans
antes Watt took on another crusade
April 6. It was to save this year’s Fourth
J of July celebration from what he called
"the wrong element."
He said that rock groups performing in
the past have attracted drinkers, muggers
and drug users.
The Beach Boys concert and the Fourth
of July fireworks displays have drawn
crowds numbered in the hundreds of thousands to the White House mall for the last
three years.
Watt took it upon himself, moral crusader that he is, to ban the Beach Boys and
the Grass Roots from this year’s Fourth of
July celebration. In their place, Watt substituted "wholesome family" entertainmenLin
the form of nightclub singer Wayne Newton
and the U.S. Army Blues Band.
President Reagan seems to have overturned Watt’s decision, because the Beach
Boys have been invited again. This is fortunate, because Watt overlooked two important issues in his decision.
First, the Beach Boys attract a lawn
crowd, the type of people who normally attend the Fourth of July celebration on the
White House mall, rather than the casino
nightclub crowds that pay to see Wayne
Newton in Las Vegas.
Another important issue that Watt over-

looked was that the Beach Boys gave a fundraising performance for Vice President
George Bush and performed during Reagan’s inauguration at a youth ball.
Thus. Watt’s description of the "wrong
element" could be extended to President
Reagan’s campaign supporters.
Watt’s labeling the Beach Boys as a
"rock concert" was also peculiar, as the
Beach Boys are in their 40s and are often associated with an "all-american" type of attitude.
President Reagan decided Watt had finally gone too far. It was all right for him to
offend conservationists, Democrats and Indians, but not Beach Boys fans.
While speaking at a convention of the
National Catholic Education Association,
President Reagan said, "It’s a pleasure to
break away from crisis negotiations. You’re
the first to know this: I’ve just called in Ambassador Phil Habib to settle the Jim WattBeach Boys controversy."
Actually the controvery settled itself
when the group announced that it had accepted a previous Fourth of July booking.
Perhaps if President Reagan appointed
competent people to cabinet positions to
begin with, he wouldn’t have to worry about
these "controversies."

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

In my opinion . . .

The message of peace delivered to the people of
India by Mahandas Gandhi are inspirational and his
dream of unity can still be achieved if people take the
time to listen to his words.
Gandhi improved the rights of immigrants in South
Africa and helped India win its independence from the
English in 1947. He led the people against the powerful
nation without striking a single blow. His message consisted of one word "truth" and his most powerful
weapon was love.

By Mark Sweeny
Staff Writer

He was born in 1869 in Porbandar India and was
married to Kasturbai Makangi at age 13. He was the father of three children, but his first commitment in life
was to the Indian people.
Gandhi’s "unshakeable belief" was that non-violent
protest was the key to victory.
"Non violence is the greatest force at the disposal of
mankind. It is mightier than the mightiest weapon of destruction devised by the ingenuity of man," he said.
Gandhi’s great wisdom was that he knew peace and
unity among people could never be achieved by warfare.
"The spirit of democracy cannot be established in
the midst of terrorism," he said.
The battle to establish democracy in India was not
an easy one. There were several massacres committed
by the English and many innocent men, women and children died violent deaths.
A peaceful assembly at Jallianwalla Bagh in April
13, 1919, turned into a blood bath as 50 armed soldiers
fired at the Indian people. The soldiers were led by Brigadier General Reginald E. H. Dyer, and he ordered his
troops to shoot because the participants violated an English proclamation forbidding Indian assemblies and
processions.

Boycott Coors beer,
student says

don’t fully agree. Second page or
hale mail from Bill Coors which say,
"Student Success" sounds cool. But
"I will go all out to exterminate the
for page one. I see something better.
trade unionist movement."
Things which are relevant. :.
Coors in an avid financial
Editor:
Really relevant.
backer of the John Birch Society,
Once again students and faculty
Like spring fever. Or an insane
The soldiers fired on the unarmed people for ten
Heritage Foundation, Committee
at SJSU have to face another week
(John Belushi type) incident. Sprite
minutes. There were 1,516 casualties, and 379 people
for a Union Free Environment, Naof events sponsored by Coors. This
thing off-the-wall. Not serious but
were killed. Dyer did not give a warning because he said
tional Right to Work Committee, to
time the event is Greek Week 1983. I
.
the Indian people knew they were disobeying the law.
relevant.
name only a few of their antidecided to do a little research and
women, anti -union, racist causes.
The Indian citizens also rejected Gandhi’s teaching
I mean, spring fever is rmich.
found out that according to the AFLmore relevant to the meager marAccording to boycott statistics,
at times by forming terrorist groups and attacking EnCIO trade unionists the boycott
ity of humans on this planet thlin.
glish officers.
in 1982 Coors went from third to
which began in 1977 is still in effect
elections, fee raises or even incliildsixth place in sales. Coors beer sales
However, Gandhi’s messsage of peace ultimately
(at least for other consumers and
ual student accomplishments. -",..
are down in all but one state. The
became the primary force behind India’s independence.
other conscientious beer drinkers). I
He-wanted IntihrletteMnerffitrITAP,CMDr’ ’’ -1/5111d Weld briefTY dikedi’sThilf;17’"ilrItTITNINSIRVIMMINNAlamlfreffeer....-"Thrtoouid 00etr ?Myra/tilt-front
page spread on General Hospital.
Paul Newman sums it up. "All the
flirts between Muslims and Hindus divided the country
my findings to shed a little light on
in half. His dream of unity turned into a nightmare as
Something I could really give a -this subject. .
41/461111001s :dud CoorsArce.6dunly.
- about.
the conflict caused thousands deaths on both sides.
outweighed by The corripany’s-violaFirst of all, there were reasons
Things that people really pare
lions of people’s privacy and
for the strike in 1977 and the issues
On January 30, 1948, Gandhi was assassinated. He
rights."
about are not always heavy or edrth
are still basically the same in 1983.
was shot three times by Nathuram Vinzayak Godse,
.
There are other beer companies
shattering.
Some areas follows: use of lie detecwho was an editor of a Hindu magazine. Godse’s motive
homecomings
sponsor
Those oughta be inside the
who could
tor tests to interview job applicants
was to stop the man who could bring peace between the
paper.
and greek weeks, such as Miller and
and harass employees. The cornMuslems and the Hindus.
Budweiser. both of which acknowlGet spatial.
party claims the polygraph tests
With Gandhi’s death, the world lost a prophet. While
peoeducated
unions.
As
labor
Get weird.
edge
were used merely to weed out the
he was teaching his philosophies, his wife would say that
pie, we have an obligation to be inGet creative.
"undesirables," but the questions
this insane world was not ready to accept her husband’s
formed community members before
Get funky.
asked dealt with personal habits and
message of peace. Despite this, Gandhi never stopped
we leap into "deals" or make cornGet a great lingo going we pan
sexual preference, There is docutrying.
mitments to companies such as
.
get into and trip out on.
mented evidence from former Coors
World leaders should not let Gandhi’s senseless
Coors, who practice such blatant viWords like "jammin" etc.
workers testifying to sex discrimideath mark the end of his teachings. His words of peace
olations of workers’ rights. There is
A litth more thinking arid
nation, racism and search and seican still apply today.
another side to this issue. . . boycott
under-the-surface humor. Like1 get
zure tactics. Coors has a large pri"An eye for an eye makes the whole world blind,"
Coors beer,
into it. That would be pretty outra
vate police force to enforce their
Gandhi said.
Michalene Ghadiri
geous.
policies and to conduct the search
With the tension of the nuclear arms race between
Social science
P.S. an article on guys’ legs
and seizure of employees’ clothing.
Russia and the United States and conflicts in the Middle
senior
would be great front page. Thep
lunch pails, vehicles and lockers.
East, leaders should open their eyes with peaceful negotheir shoulders.
Also, workers are subject to forced
tiations instead of reaching for their guns.
Nanete Maki
physical examinations, which elimiReligious conflicts cause many wars, but as Gandhi
Painting
nate the disabled and older workers.
said, "Religions are different roads converging upon the
senior
who are close to retirement age.
same point. What does it matter that we take different
Editor:
Coors has refused to sign a writroads so long as we reach the same goal."
I am writing a letter which I
ten contract that would guarantee
All letters must bear the wrill
In today’s violent world, it is difficult to believe that
have thought about writing for a
the human rights of their workers. I
er’s name, signature, major, phone
peace can win wars. However, Gandhi did it and world
while.
also found statements from Coors
number and class standing. The
leaders should follow his example.
It’s about your articles in The
who
representatives
personnel
phone number is for verification
Because Gandhi was able to do so much good for
In
Talkman.
Daily.
I
like
Spartan
called Coors a dictatorship "You
purposes, and will not be printed.
India, the possibility of a free world could be achieved if
My Opinion and your editorials the
leave your constitutional rights at
two or three people promote the same message of peace.
best. I just read a letter saying you
the plant gate whenever you go to
Letters can be delivered to. the.
It only takes one person to start sending this messhould have more "positive" news
work."
Daily, upstairs in Dwight Bentel,
sage of love, and it is to be hoped that others will follow.
for the front page. T. Aleney who
Hall, or to the information center on
Tom Donahue, the AFL-CIO
By the way, peace be with you.
wrote the letter has a point but I
the first floor of the Student Union,
secretary treasurer has received

Gandhi’s dream still possible
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Like front page
should be relevant

What kind of test do you prefer: essay, multiple choice, true/ false or a combination?
Asked by the fountain.

I think I probably like
multiple choice, just because they are easier. You
know one of the answers is
going to be right. You have
to study harder for an
essay test, but it gives the
leacher a better idea of
how the student is doing.
Phil York
Aeronautics
Junior

11

I think I do best because I can write all my
own ideas and support myself with what! know about
the subject
Denise Vim
Undeicared
freshman

I think I prefer true/false. Anything but multiple choice because teachers make the categories so
close together it’s hard to
make a choice.
Susan Menkhus
Art
senior

Definitely essay. I feel
I have a better chance to
explain myself. I have a
tendency to choke up on
multiple choice if the tests
are too picky. I had a teacher last tremester who
gave real picky multiple
choice tests
Dave Goetz
Aeronautics
junior

Right now I’m study
mg for a physics test that
will have problems we
have to work out. I like that
better than multiple choice
because if I don’t get one of
the answers the teacher
has down, at least I have
something.
Lynn D)ckoff
Electrical Engineering
junior
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with Ted Norton
making deals
guage of Prop. 8 means.
Q: What about other changes in the
Q: What about plea-bargaining?
A: It is almost universal practice in evidence code?
A: Testimony about prior convictions
this country. Something on the order of 90
percent of American criminal justice can be used more freely in a trial itself and
cases are disposed of this way. The de- can be grounds for increasing the senfendant agrees to plead guilty to a lesser
The evidence code previously said
charge rather than risk being found guilty
that you start with the presumption of inof a more serious charge in a jury trial.
The appearance to the general public nocence and that if you let a jury know a
is he’s getting off easier. But the studies I person has a long record of prior convicam familiar with indicate probably the de- tions, they’ll think, "Well, if he was guilty
of all those, he must be guilty of this." To
fendant doesn’t get that much out of it.
When the police collect evidence that protect the presumption of innocence, you
by some stretch of the imagination allows cannot ordinarily bring in past convicthe district attorney to charge 18 felonies tions.
Q: Prior convictions cannot be used to
and seven misdemeanors for the same set
of events and the person later pleads influence a jury to find a defendant guilty?
A: That’s right. But now they can be
guilty to one felony, it doesn’t look good
but it’s part of the game. The important used to "impeach" a witness or the dething to keep in mind is that district attor- fendant. In other words, the attorney can
neys will charge the maximum number of try to show that this is not a credible perserious offenses so they have something to son and that his testimony should not be
bargain with. The district attorney would given great weight. Whatever restrictions
not have expected a finding of guilty on all there were on what you could ask to disthose charges. If he is willing to settle for credit testimony are now apparently reless, it indicates he has doubts about what moved.
he can actually prove.
Q: What does this mean for deThe question really is whether effi- fendants’ rights?
A: It means they have fewer in Calicient law enforcement is favored by pleabargaining. If you eliminate plea-bargain- fornia. Presumably it will allow for more
ing, you have to have trials in a great convictions. The exclusionary rule has
many more cases and you have to provide been questionable. It was only invented 20
millions of dollars, more judges, court- or 30 years ago. It is not written in so many
rooms, clerks, attorneys. Trials are slow words in the Constitution. It is an interpreand expensive. There is a constitutional tation. Whether it is worth so many acquitright to be brought to trial within a certain tals to enforce regularities of procedure in
amount of time. If we don’t provide all law enforcement is an open question. Justhese extra facilities, we’ll be turning peo- tice was done for a long time without it and
ple loose because we can’t bring them to presumably will be done without it again.
Q: Are parts of Prop. It unconstitutrial in time.
tional?
@: Has plea-bargaining been elimiA: it is not possible for Prop. 8 to be
nated by Prop. 8?
A: No. It can’t be eliminated.lf you unconstitutional because it now is the consay "no plea-bargaining after charges stitution. The voters made it part of the
have been filed,"it will take place farther state constitution when they voted for it in
back. In some jurisdictions, plea-bargain- 1982.
ing largely takes place with the police.
Q: What climate of public opinion
They supply the evidence. If they supply brought about Prop. 8?
only enough evidence to convict of a lesser
A: I think television has increased the
offense, that’s pretty much all a district public perception of violence. People’s
attorney can act on. This takes place in a perception of what’s going on in the world
few Eastern states.
is that there’s an awful lot of crime out
More commonly, the deal. is made be- there. Most experts believe this is mostly
tween attorneys. Given Prop. 8, the deal appearances. There may be an increase in
will probably be made before the final crime but it is partly demographic. Most
charges are filed. What Prop. 8 might do is crime is committed by young men but as
prevent judges from being involved in the the Baby Boom generation grows older,
process. But it won’t stop attorneys from the volume of crime is expected to drop.

Q: After SPA’ student HI) the Nielsen
was murdered by Donald (’ummings, a
convicted rapist then enrolled in !OAPs
es -offenders program, Nielsen’s family
filed a suit for negligence against the university. The suit was thrown out of court.
Would Prop. K provide stronger grounds
for a suit?
A: That’s very difficult to answer. In
the first place, she wasn’t murdered on
campus. As far as I know, Cummings did
not commit any crimes on campus.
The question is, if you have a student
who may be dangerous, does admitting
him and allowing him to attend classes
make you liable for any crimes he commits in the neighborhood?

Irf card Pries
California voters approved Proposition 8 the so-called victim’s bill of rights
last June, amending the state constitution to eliminate plea-bargaining, to allow
previously excluded evidence to be introduced into testimony and to permit judges
to deny bail in more cases, in addition to
other controversial provisions.
Spartan Daily reporter Cassie Mac Duff talked with Mil political science
professor Ted Norton about how Prop. 8
has affected California courts in the
months since the measure was passed.
Norton teaches courses in constitutional
law and law and society.
Q: Proposition 8 stirred ups lot of controversy among law enforcement professionals and civil liberties groups last year.
What were some of the problems with the
initiative?
A: The biggest problem was the "safe
schools" clause because nobody knew
what it meant. It gives faculty and students the "inalienable right" to safe, secure and peaceful campuses, but it is not
clear what that means. Can a teacher legitimately refuse to work is convinced the
school is not safe? Can a student refuse to
attend school and use this as a defense for
truancy? If a child is mugged for his lunch
money, can the parents sue? It hasn’t been
interpreted in the courts yet.
The "safe schools" clause also caused
a problem because it made the initiative
appear to treat more than one subject. The
California constitution prohibits an initiative from dealing with more than one subject. But the state Supreme Court declared Prop. 8 constitutional last year

Secondly, we don’t know whether
Prop. 8 applies to post-secondary schools.
"Public schools" usually means kindergarten through 12th grade.Prop. 8 would
not apply retroactively in any case.
Q: What about the changes In what
evidence can be used?
A: If Prop. 8 is read literally, all testimony, including self-incriminating testimony, is admissible. But the U.S. Constitution protects against self-incrimination
and overrules this because it is the supreme law of the land.
Prop. 8 also appears to limit confidentiality such as the relationship between
doctor and patient or lawyer and client.
Even hearsay may be admissible under
Prop. 8. It is impossible to say. The provision says that almost all relevant evidence, even that obtained by illegal search
and seizure, is admissible. California had
rules on evidence, especially search and
seizure rules, that were stricter than the
U.S. Constitution called for. This appears
to wipe out those higher standards and a
lot of other evidenciary rules.
Q: Is a lot more questionable evidence
being used in the courts now?
A: The courts and prosecuting attorneys are being very cautious about bringing in evidence that would not formerly
have been admissible. Every time the
court admits some evidence that is excluded by the California evidence code but
is admissible under Prop. 8, there is the
possibility of appeal. Judges don’t like to
be reversed.
What I’ve read is that most judges and
prosecuting attorneys are playing by the
old rules just to avoid a long string of appeals. They’re waiting for the higher
courts to work out exactly what the Ian-

There has been a crumbling of mo
rays, less discipline. A lot of underprivileged youth find it fun to snatch purses,
just like spray -painting graffiti. They grab
a purse and run and if they knock the old
lady down in the process, "Well, who
cares?"
There has also been an identification
of the courts as "liberal" with the due process decisions of 20 or 30 years ago, a feeling that they are letting people off too
easy. The idea is, "If we can patch up
some of the holes left by the soft-headed,
old Warren court that created the exclusionary rule, why we can reduce crime."
It is "Let’s stop D.A.s from making deals"
and "Bail is being granted too easily"and
Sex offenders get off too easy" and all the
other popular opinions of the criminal justice system translated into law.
There is no assurance it will do what it
was meant to do send more of the guilty
to jail. For good law enforcement what
you need is to have a good police force and
spend a lot of money on it. In this climate,
and that of Prop. 13, that is not the answer
people want. They want to pass a law and
make it so.
If there is one thing that does not
make it so, it is passing a law. Passing a
law is only the beginning. After you pass a
law, you have to make it work and Prop. 8
so far has not been made to work. Maybe it
will have some effect when all the bugs
have been worked out and its ambiguities
have been interpreted and additional laws
have been passed but it’s far from being
good working order yet.
Q: It is called the victim’s bill of rights
but how does it really help the victim?
A: It’s hard to say. It does provide for
restitution but most criminals, by the time
they’ve gone to trial, don’t have any
money to pay with.Victims of crime or
their families now have the right to make
statements at parole or probation hearings. That is perhaps comforting to victims but is probably not going to influence
the sentence very much. However this
does assure the victim or the victim’s
next -of-kin a right to be heard.
This amendment does purport to give
the victim the right to insist that the state
exact a penalty in proportion to how much
the victim suffered, and that perhaps does
something for the victim’s morale.
But in reality it probably does not do
very much for the victim

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Should have
skipped class
Editor:
$400 is a lot of money:
It is three times what I pay
for rent. I’m glad that students have the opportunity
to protest fee increases this
Tdesday in Sacramento.
Even though some students can’t spend the day
rallying because of work or
other commitments, they
can also take their stand by
not attending classes. This
would show how many
Would feel the pinch of unfair fee increases.
Norma Scheurkogel
German
junior

Radio is all
boring.. .almost
Editor:
Karen Sorenson was
aboslutely correct in her
observation that radio stations these days are all
drawn from the same set of
blue prints. The so-called
"contemporary mass ap’perrl" format of most FM
stations is little more than
mechanically -prowallpaper
grammed
schlock peppered with unclious and raucous adverlisements. What one hears
on these outlets is the
result of decisions made by
remote and faceless "programming research companies" for whom the audience is little more than a
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lower form ot life whose
destiny is to be manipulated as subjects for advertisers.
In contrast , there are
non-commercial
several
FM stations operating on
the left side of the dial
which represent the very
antithesis of the airport
cum elevator music heard
Foremost
elsewhere.
among these is KUSP-FM
in Santa Cruz, which can
be heard in Los Gatos,
Campbell and W. San Jose
at 90.3 and in the Monterey
Bay Area at 89. It is primarily a music station
with exclusive emphasis on
the non-commercial aspects of fine music: jazz,
classical, world music,
reggae, blues and soul.
KUSP offers a very knowledgeable array of programmers and their expertise has been recognized by
the Cabrillo Music Festival

and the Monterey Jazz
Festival, both of which
have selected KUSP as the
sole outlet for the live
broadcast of their concerts.
Every two months I
bring a couple of hundred
KUSP Reviews to the student union and they rapidly
disappear. The Review is a
lively and informative publication that not only pro-
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Spartan Memorial: a refuge
from a turbulent world
By Rochelle Fortier
Awoman sits in the
quiet refuge of the
Spartan Memorial
situated near the Men’s
Gym. The late afternoon
sun angles through the
west facing windows, shining on the red carpet, the
walnut pews, and the large
red stained-glass window.
A young woman in an
orange dress sits in the last
pew, her head bent down,
sniffling occasionally. She
has come to seek solitude
to help heal an inner turmoil.
It is fitting she should
come to the Memorial, for
it was built to honor the 204
San Jose State students
who died in the turmoil
the
encompassed
that
globe, World War II. The
Memorial was built of an
idea arising from sadness
heartbreak--the
and
death of a son, a San Jose
State student who died in
action in Italy in December
1943.
Lt. Kenneth C. Bailey,
class of ’42, lived and
fought in a time of history
when the future held only
uncertainty, when the defense of freedom gave people a mission they could
rally behind.
His parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Wilbur E. Bailey of
Palo Alto, wrote to Charles
Hillis, then president of the
association:
alumni
"There are many gold
stars on our Spartan service flag. we wonder if a
more fitting tribute could
be offered to those who will
not return than a inoder-

ately small chapel, nonsectarian, of appropriate arbeauty,
chitectural
dedicated to their memOut of an idea, and the
combined efforts of faculty, students, alumni and
private contributors, the
chapel became a reality.
"I have a warm spot in
my heart for the chapel,"
said Glenn Guttormsen,
now director of business affairs. He enrolled at San
Jose State in 1941.
When the war broke
out, he said, the Navy and
the Army permitted students to join the Army Enlisted Reserve Corps while
going to school. They were
subject to be called into the
service at any time.
"There were about 100
of uson April 9, I943we
all marched down to the
train station amid great
fanfare. The marching
band was out there for us,"
he recalled.
A sorority stenciled
4500 blue stars upon four
service flags which acted
as a record of the individual men and women students and staff who went
off to war. Gold stars, 204
of them, superimposed
over an individual’s star,
signified that that person
was dead or missing in action.
The large gold star on
the first flag represented
the death of President
Roosevelt. The flags formerly hung in the Morris
Daily Auditorium but were
placed in a cabinet in the
Memorial after the building was completed.

The alumni association
pledged 815,000 to the project, and the students, faculty, the Patrons of the college and others raised the
money.
Slowly the idea beinto
translated
came
money, memos and architectural plans. Finally,
after raising 850,000 dollars, the ground -breaking
occurred in 1950 and construction began.
that
Ironically,
in
same year, other wars
were in their infancy. President Truman ordered the
Air Force and the Navy to
Korea. The seeds for a future conflict were sown as
35 military advisers were
sent to South Vietnam.
Finally the Memorial
Chapel with its Spanishtiled roof stood completed.
"This chapel is not a meaningless memorial of wood
and stone, but a vital tribute to the memory of those
who gave their lives ..."
Chaplain Howard Sholten
of Mather Air Force Base
said in his benediction at
the dedication in March
1952.
Biographical sketches
of the gold-star men were
sealed in the cornerstone of
the building and were put
in a wooden-covered book
in the cabinet with the
service flags.
irrational and
THE
destructive ideas of
man swirled around
this little chapel, hidden
among the redwood trees,
escaping detection from
the vandals and hordes.
Peace is preserved within

1.4:0181,-.
Carol Pnce

The Spartan Memorial, located new the Men’s Gym, is a monument to SJSU students who were killed during World War II.

these walls, protected from
the outside world where
peace does not survive for
long.
The Memorial was designated as a place of meditation, informal worship,
weddings, fraternity and
sorority initiations, and
memorial services.
Former student Ed
Mosher’s wedding was the
first held in the chapel.
Today he is the alumni representative to the Academic Senate and owns a
chain of local clothing
stores.
While the wedding
plans had been made

months in advance, he
said, the chapel almost
didn’t get done on time.
The Friday night before
the wedding the University
was working overtime
pouring concrete to get the
Memorial ready.
In 1966, the chapel
needed and got new lighting, audio system, new carpeting, and walnut pews to
replace the folding wooden
chairs. The back window
became a stained-glass
window. The window is
made up of triangular
bumpy pieces of orange,
red and yellow glass glued
to the clear plate window

with epoxy.
"The yellow on the
edges was to give it the illusion of being ethereal so it
would have a floating quality," Harry Powers said,
the art professor who created the window.
John Bunzel, who was
then president, renamed
the chapel the Spartan Memorial instead of the Memorial Chapel because of a
lawsuit filed by the American Civil Liberties Union in
1977.
The ACLU board of directors lodged a complaint
against SJSU for letting
the Resurrection City reli-

gious group use the Memorial for their meetings.
A University legal advisor’s report declared it
unconstitutional for a religious group to meet in a
chapel on campus. But
today recognized student
groups on campus are allowed to use the Memorial
regardless of whether a religious service or religious
activity might be planned,
the Supreme Court ruled in
1981.
The Scheduling Office
in the Student Union handles the scheduling for the
Memorial. Last year, July

1981 to June 1982, 75 weddings were held.
The interior of the Memorial fills with a warm
rosey glow. Nothing breaks
the silence except for muffled footsteps on the sidewalk outside.
A small child calls out
to his mother who carries a
backpack full of books. She
takes his hand and they
walk on. While this Memorial pays homage to the
dead, it also preserves the
idea of hope and regeneration.
The gold stars did not
die in vain.

Former journalism student mixes law with the press
By Cassie MacDuff
Rick Cotta graduated from SJSU journalism school in
1978. Today he is editor of the Independent Advocate Journal, a weekly legal newspaper that goes to all members of
the Santa Clara County Bar Association. He also goes to
law school at the University of Santa Clara four nights a
,
week.
.
Why would a busy man with a bachelor’s degree in
in political scipending
a
master’s
degree
and
journalism
ence with a wife, twin daughters, age 3 1/2, and another
child on the way spend all his spare time, and then
some, studying law?
"So I can sue newspapers, why else?"
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Guess what. He’s not kidding.
For a working journalist, 30-year-old Cotta has some
rather unorthodox views of the news business.
"It’s time newspapers were forced to clean up their
acts," Cotta said. "They crusade behind the shield of the
First Amendment ’the people’s right to know’ bpt
they use it as a talisman to doaviti),
opposition or attempts to make them act more responiibly."
One practice that really offends Cotta is that of interviewing families of the victims of violent accidents or
crimes. Cotta says the practice is heartless, cruel and inflicts added emotional distress on people who are already
distraught.
"I’ve considered putting out a shingle: ’If you’ve been
raped by a newspaper, come see me and we’ll sue them,"
Cotta said. "The ones who push until they get the quote
are the ones I want to go after."
As far as Cotta is concerned, the news media invade
people’s privacy for the sole purpose of selling a few more
newspapers or grabbing a few viewers away from competitors. To say he distrusts his fellow journalists is to put
it mildly. He professes a genuine hatred for the San Jose
Sponsored by Associated Students and Coors
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Mercury.
As a matter of fact, he’s not too crazy about the idea
of being interviewed by a Spartan Daily reporter. He has
a message for the editor:
"Any editor who sends a reporter out I’m going to
make this simple so your editor can’t mistake it to me: .thanital/y encapsulize an individual’s personality in a
1,500-word story after a 90-minute interview doesn’t understand human nature. He ought to seriously consider
entering a new profession."
But after a little coaxing, he relents.
"Okay, you sound halfway intelligent," he said.
"Come interview me." The resigned note of the condemned man is in his voice.
Why did he finally agree to submit to the interview?
Three reasons: First, he thought it would be good for
him to be on the other side of the notepad for a change, to
see what it feels like to be the interviewee instead of the
interviewer.
Second, Cotta said, he really does have an affinity for
SJSU, his alma mater. After all, not too many years ago
he was a Spartan Daily reporter himself.
Third, he wanted "to demonstrate to the ( journalism)
department that black sheep can make good," he said.
Cotta and the department had their differences back
in 1978, for he was always ready to challenge authority.
"I’m not sure if it’s Constitutional to have an advisory
committee of faculty," he said."It could have a chilling
effect on free expression in the student press."
Such outspoken opinions can hardly have made him
popular in the newsroom.
When he lost a bitter battle for the Daily editorship,
Cotta and some other students who were disgruntled with
the school’s only newspaper founded the Independent
Weekly. He passed up the Weekly editorship because he
didn’t want it to become "the Rick Cotta Weekly." Helping get it started was enough.
Cotta’s brand of feisty independence made him a natural for his job as a one-person staff of the Advocate Journal, the A-J as he sometimes calls it.
"I have total editorial discretion," he said. "Not even
the man who signs my paycheck tells me what to put in
the paper. I take personal offense if anybody suggests this
is a mouthpiece for anybody. I have a non -hostile
relationship with my readers but if I find out anybody has
his hand in the cookie jar, my readers are going to hear
about it.
"A newspaper belongs to the people who read it, people bound together by common interests," Cotta said.
"The Advocate Journal meets the needs of the legal community. It understands them, goes where they go."
Cotta joined Independent Publications in 1980, shortly
after the firm, which publishes the Advocate Journal, and
many high school, college and other local newspapers,
moved into a building that housed the old Rambler -Packard dealership on The Alameda. The former showroom
with its high, beamed ceiling, Spanish -style windows and
plush chairs has an air of aspiring elegance.
But follow the well-worn track of printer’s ink up the
narrow stair and around the corner to Cotta’s huge but al-

most windowless office. A crumpled sleeping bag lies 011 a
black Naugahyde sofa. The mustard-colored industrial
carpeting is spotted with ink. Boxes and boxes of back issues line the wall.
Cotta’s desk is centered beneath a rain-spattered skylight. The acrid smell of ink wafts up from the pressroom
below.
His day is a series of interruptions. He dashes in and
out doubling as a truck driver, picking up and delivering
papers. As often as not, his working attire is a worn pair
of blue jeans, a T-shirt and a pullover sweater with more
holes than a slice of Swiss cheese.
His lanky brown hair straggles over his ears and
down his neck. A pair of shrewd brown eyes hides behind
steel-rimmed spectacles. A grin plays under his walrus
moustache as he recounts a recent blunder in the Advocate Journal.
The photograph of an appellate court nominee somehow got mislabelled "Gov. George Deukmejian." The
next issue carried an apology to the appellate nominee.
Not a word to Deukmejian.
It’s not that Cotta doesn’t approve of California’s new
governor. He just delights in firing off a subtle barb at any
wielder of power.
He also delights in stirring up controversy. He provoked the ire of at least one woman attorney when he published a cartoon that implied an unattractive woman
would have a hard time convincing a jury she was the victim of sexual harassment.
When Cotta ended up at the same table as the woman
attorney at a bar associaton luncheon a few days later,
she confronted him for running a "sexist" joke. The two
got into a verbal sparring match that had the rest of the
people at the table squirming in their seats before they
were through.
But Cotta denies he’s a sexist. Just for the heck of it
the other day, he wrote an entire story refering to attorneys as "she" instead of the customary male pronoun.
He’s waiting for the reaction of his readers,
Cotta is midway through Santa Clara University’s
four-year evening law program. He’s not sure what he’s
going to do with his juris doctorate when he’s finished.
Right now he’s just talking options.
His father has practiced law in San Jose for 30 years,
Cotta said. He hung around his dad’s office as a Md,
thumbing through the penal code the way other kids
thumbed through comic books. He might follow in hi S father’s footsteps, even join his practice one day, Cella
said. Certainly he’ll practice law one day.
"I can’t see going to law school and never filiitg,a
case," he said.
But he may decide to remain in journalism and report
state or national Supreme Court decisions.
"Lots of people are alienated from the criminal justice system," he said. "They don’t understand what’ll’s
about, what the basis of the laws is. The person who an
combine journalistic and legal talents can be an effective
educator of the public,"
The ideal would be "to file a suit in the morning add
write about it in the afternoon," Cotta said.
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Ross requests guidelines
: atrector reads letter berating board
fly

Craig Carter
Director Dan Ross asked the program board to
f. clean up its act in a letter he read aloud at Monday’s
meeting.
Tardy starts and a lack of quorums ontinually
:e plague the weekly meetings regularly scheduled for 3:30
r
on Mondays. In an effort to run things more effi> piently, Ross set guidelines Monday for notifying the
-..,’:hkiard’s secretary if "unusual circumstances" keep a
f:Iderd member from attending the meeting.
Board members agreed to Ross’s stipulations.
Members include Bob Gibson, lively arts chairman;
r
Larry Dougherty, forums chairman; Natalie Sibert,
trance chairwoman: Martha Brandt, artist -in -residence; and Foglia Taiariol, fine arts chairman.
A.S. Controller Robin Sawatzky and Tom Laus, di sector of sponsored programs, also attend the meetings.
In the only item on Monday’s agenda, the board
- voted to contribute $500 to the May 19 Gospel Extrava-

ganza, an action which matches the A.S. contribution to
this annual event.
Sunday night’s showing of I he movie "Genocide"
was called a "fiasco" by Gibson ii1 his report.
The film began at 7 p.m., but the sound began at
7:30, he said.
In addition, the wrong lens was used by the projec
tionist, so the images were stretched long and thin on
the screen.
Board members then watched in horror as as the
end of the first reel burned to a bl azing finish.
The projectionist then stopped the film, turned on
the lights, and took three minutes to switch reels.
"I think it’s the first time am MGM film has fried,"
Ross said. He does not anticipate the program board
being charged for the damaged I ’ilm.
Despite the difficulties, none of the 150 people present asked for their money back , Gibson said.

Sr

Parking alternatives needed..
Continued horn pegs 1
about 1,000 cars can now park.
Opponents say the structure is not needed, citing declining enrollment, the availability of other forms of
transportation, and a need to keep more human-scale
buildings on campus.
The proponents will almost certainly have their way.
The California State University board of trustees will
review the final Environmental Impact Report and select
an architect for the garage at its May 24-25 meeting.
Henry Orbach, director of facilities development and
operations, said construction will probably start in spring
1984 and be completed by January 1985. He figured the
project "from soup to nuts" will take 18 months to complete after the architect is selected.
The garage will cost $6.7 million to $7 million to build,
Orbach said.
The "major part" of the money used for construction
will probably come from the sale of tax-exempt bonds authorized by the CSU board of trustees, said Glen Guttormsen, business affairs director.
Guttormsen said part of the construction may be paid
for with a reserve of revenues from fees paid to parking
facilities throughout the CSU system. The same reserve
will be used to make the interest and principal payments
to the bond investors.
The amount of the bond issue and the bond interest
rate will not be known until a building contractor is selected, Guttormsen said. The interest rate will be determined by the market rate at the time of issuance. The
amount of the bond issue is dependent on how much construction money comes from the system -wide parking reserve.

The controversy
The garage has had opponents since its proposal by
the administration. The CSU board of trustees revised

SJSU’s master plan in November 1979 to provide for a
parking structure at the planned location. In 1980, the Associated Students board of dir ectors opposed the destruction of the Social Science Building to make room for a garage.
At that time, construction opponents wanted to keep
the older building, which are former apartments. Opponents did not think a new garage was needed.
John Brazil, Fullerton’s representative to the AS.,
said the administration stopped pushing the plans in 1980
because it did not have the full support of the campus
community. The low bond rates of the time, which were
unappealing to investors, and the problem of relocating
Social Science Building occ upants also slowed the plans
down.
By fall of last year, hcewever, bond rates were more
conducive to investors, and Brazil declared the relocation
problem solved with the opening of Robert D. Clark Library. Financial aid workers would be moved to the old
John T. Wahlquist Library, and other Social Science
Building occupants would be given office space in Dudley
Moorehead Hall. The relocation is scheduled for this summer.
The current A.S. board of directors decided to support
the project, passing an Oct. 6 resolution urging the administration to proceed with construction.
Opponents spoke out a gain at a Feb. 2 public hearing
on the project’s Environmental Impact Report. The report was written under the auspices of the CSU board of
trustees by CSU engineers; and SJSU personnel under the
direction of Orbach and J. Handel Evans, executive vice
president.
Environmental studies coordinator Gary Klee said at
the hearing that the university did not need another "coingobbling parking structure."
"Certainly, parking will ease as enrollments decline,
despite the projected loss; of a few parking spaces," Klee
wrote to the CSU Chancellor’s Office.
The Campus Director of Institutional Research projected enrollments of "full-time equivalent students" at
SJSU will decline from 18,000 next year to 17,500 for the
1966-87 year. FTES is determined by dividing the total
number of units taken by 15.
Klee also wrote, "Building a garage, as all transportation planners know, will only encourage the use of the
private automobile and discourage the use of alternative
modes of transportation."
SJSU Traffic Manager Ed Nemetz, also present at the
hearing, disagreed with Klee. He said the need for the garage was "extremely self-evident," arguing that the decline in enrollment had not affected the tight parking situation, and that alternatives like bicycling and mass
transit would never replace "the flexibility and convenience" of the automobile.
Nemetz said the ’closure of the city -owned dirt lots
bounded by Fourth, Third, San Carlos and San Fernando
streets will make the garage necessary.
Nemetz said opponents at the hearing were not
against construction of the garage as much as they were
against destruction of the social science building.
Fullerton, who was not at the hearing, said the Social
Science Building and other nearby buildings will be demolished whether the ga rage is built or not. The university’s
master plan calls for their destruction because they are
"temporary buildings."
Klee, whose office is in temporary Building U, said
that the "trustee mandated program of eliminating temporary structures" needs to be reassessed."

The alternatives.

Several alternatives to the proposed garage were
Comment an gap I

How a level of the proposed Fourth Street garage might look, as
tentatively planned by the campus architect.
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Financial difficulties force
Independent Weekly to halt
publication for this semester
By Eric Gill
The Independent Weekly has stopped publishing for
the rest of this semester The student -run weekly tabloid
that first began publishing in 1978 has had financial difficulties this past year.
This semester’s editor, Julie Pitta, said she made the
decision to publish only 10 issues because she hopes to pay
some of the outstanding bills the Weekly has run up since
it first began publishing.
"Unfortunately, I’m in a bind," Pitta said. "I have to
cope with a debt to the printers, and they’re getting impatient."
In addition to the more than $3,000 debt to the printers, Fricke-Park of Fremont, Pitta said the Weekly owes
SJSU 41,800 for a phone bill accumulated from past semesters.
"If you’re not editor you don’t realize the bills the
Weekly has to pay," she said. "We have to make good on
those debts. It’s the only responsible thing to do."
The Weekly’s financial problems’ culminated at the
beginning of last semester when it failed to obtain 69,000
requested from the Asocciated Students general fund.
The paper receives approximately 62,000 in Revised Automatic funding each semester, but it is not enough money
to pay printers costs, which amount to more than $600 for
each issue, Pitta said.
As a result, last semester’s editor, Mike Liedtke, was
able to print only 10 issues. In the past, the Weekly has
been able to print as many as 15 issues each semester.
The fate of the 5-year-old tabloid was unknown at the
beginning of this semester because the A.S. general fund
was depleted. The Weekly received 62,000 from RAF!, but
it was only enough money to print the first two issues.
The Weekly was literally saved this semester however, when Spartan Shops directors approved a 65,000
funding request. Liedtke submitted the request last semester when he learned there would be money availalbe
for campus organizations from profits earned by Spartan

SURVEY . . .
Crinitual km pap 1
ing to the survey, has risen 4.6 percent among SJSU commuters.
"We have been actively promoting carpooling and
use of public transportation," Opalewski said. "While the
increases are signifcant, they are small enough to show
that the majority of SJSU commuters prefer to come to
school in their cars. Alternative transportation is not
going to solve the parking problem here on campus."

How students
get to campus
Student Commuters Survey
2,320
Surveyed

Shops.
The $5,000 request was granted the Weekly in the middle of February under the stipulation a minimum of 10 issues would be published. The day the the directors approved the Weekly funding request, Pitta said "I think
we’re in pretty healthy shape right now. It all depends on
ad money."
Most people involved with the Weekly this semester
agree the paper has generated more ad income than any
other semester in the past.
Liedtke said he was disappointed when he learned
Pitta decided not to continue publishing, because when he
submitted the request to Spartan Shops, he promised the
directors there would be at least 13 issues.
"I’m not real clear on why they stopped," Liedtke
said. "I think they just stopped out of pure laziness myself, but I can sympathize with them I’ve been through
it and it’s a lot of headaches."
He also criticized the fact the Weekly was dominated
by stories which had nothing to do with the campus. "11
seemed like the only purpose this semester was to generate the ad revenue."
Liedtke complimented Pitta for tackling the large
debt the Weekly has run up, and he said this year’s advertising manager, Rich Arzaga, helped the paper tremendously by generating money through ad sales.
Although Liedtke praised Arzaga, photo editor Gary
Feinstein and photogragher Bill Andrews were highly
critical of him. Feinstein criticized Arzaga for selling a
centerspread of one of the issues to advertising accounts.
The two-page centerspread is normally reserved for featured photograghs and Feinstein compared it to the centerfold in Playboy magazine.
"The centerspread is visually the most looked at part
of the paper," Feinstein said. "When people pick up the
Weekly that’s the first thing they turn to, and he I Arzaga
went and sold it."
Andrews criticized Arzaga’s handling of the Weekly’s
final issue, which was done in a three-deminsional format. "Julie and I gave him specific instructions to have
the advertising copy ready by Monday. It didn’t come in
until Tuesday night. Ass result we only had five 3-D adds
instead of the ten that were requested," Andrews said.
The two photograghers said they were not forewarned of the decision to publish only 10 issues and they
are both disappointed with her decision.
Layout editor Jon Swartz supported Pitta’s decision.
He said in addition to tackling the debts to the printer and
SJSU he and Pitta wanted to assure there would be
enough money to publish a minimum of two issues next
semester or at least until they find another source of
funding. He did say they should have published one more
issue, and he was critical of the fact they did not forewarn
the readers the last week’s paper would be the final one of
the semester.
In reference to Liedtke’s criticism of the Weekly’s
lack of campus news coverage, Swartz said, "it didn’t
have as many news stories because there weren’t as
many dedicated people on the Weekly this semester."
Past Weekly editor Scott Shifrel also criticized the
Weekly for not informing readers there would be no more
issues this semester. He said in the past they had always
done so. He said the worst thing about ending sc
"abruptly" is students at SJSU might think the publica:
lion has stopped.
"It’s like rolling a film, then cutting it half wa.N
through," Shifrel said.

3,279
Surveyed
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Parking officials attributed the decline in the use of
two -wheeled transportation to the unusually harsh
weather conditions this year.
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skrishnamurti
SAN FRANCISCO
MASONIC AUDITORIUM
1111 CALIFORNIA STREET
The philosopher, author and
teacher will give a series
of talks on the human
predicament and a totally
different approach to
its solution.
Saturday - April 30, 1983 - 11 am
Sunday -May 1, 1983 - 11 am
Ticket price: $8 per talk
Available at:
Downtown Ctr. Box Office
325 Mason Street
San Francisco, CA 94102
Telephone (415) 775-2021

Now available...
THE NETWORK OF THOUGHT
Krishnamurtt likens the conditioning of the human mind to the programming oJ
a giant computer. He shows that only frredom from Mete programsimposed by
a variety of external sourcesopens us to "truth that is timeless, sand,
incorruptible.- Paper (RD 461) $5.95*
HARPER & ROW
’Suggested consumer price
SAN FRANCISCO
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Speaker loves laughter
SJSU student talks into top 20

Kelly Sittitli

By Mark Sweeny
She can be giving a speech or talking with her friends,
but listening to communication junior Kelly Smith talk is
captivating. She chooses each word carefully and her gestures reinforce her points.
Her facial expressions show a variety of emotions
from laughter to sadness, and when she speaks, she has
her audience in the palm of her hand.
It is a small wonder that Smith qualifed for the national speech finals which were held April 8 through II in
Ogden, Utah.
Sponsored by the American Forensics Association
and held at Weber State College, BO college students
across the nation participated in the persuasion competition.
Smith placed in the top 20 with her topic, unnecessary
surgery. She did not know her overall score because the
judges only announced the 10 semi-finalists and she was
not one of them. For her efforts, she was awarded a
quartz paperweight.
She tries to play down this achievement, and she
wishes she was number one in the nation, but as she sits
back, she realizes that placing in the quarterfinals in no
reason to be ashamed.
"The speakers were dynamite," she said. "Each and
every person was well -deserving of first, and instead of
being sad not being number one, I applaud them all."
Smith competed in the nationals by placing fourth in
the national qualifiers held on March 21 and 22 at Fresno
State University.
In the nationals, Smith had to make three preliminary speeches before qualifying for the quarterfinals.
During the quarterfinals, the speakers were evaluated by
three judges.

Smith said her combination of humor with the serious
subject of unnecessary surgery was rated highly by the
judges.
"I would discuss hose most tonsilectomies are unnecessary, and they should be called dollarlectomies," she
said. "These play on words wake your audience up."
She said the major criticism was discussing a broad
subject. She said her toipic should have been narrowed
down such as only discussing unnecessary surgery for
women.
"Next year, I am going to break down my subject to
the finest and most specific points and then try to make a
speech out of it," she said.
Since her career goal is to be a televison anchorwoman, the media will her subject next year. She will be persuading people on how joiunalists exploit the nation and
promote bad news over gor KI news.
Besides competing in persuasion, he will be expanding her talents as a comedian by entering after-dinner
speaking competitions. Her routine will be on college life,
and this will prepare her for another career goal, being a
stand-up comic. She already was a comedian on the Walt
Disney cable production f ilr ned at SJSU.
"It is a personal satisfaction to make people laugh,"
she said. "There is so much stress in the world that I like
to make people forget about it. Laughter is the best medicine. It really is."
Since Smith’s career goals are so diverse, she has
trouble deciding which one :she favors. She hesitates and
for the first time, she is speechless.
"It’s hard," she finally said, "but I would say comedy. If I was an anchorwoman, I would probably say let’s
forget about the bad news tonight, and I’ll tell you a joke
instead."

Flight historian to speak at SJSU

Garber. 83. will speak here April 15 as part of a banquet co-sponsored by the schools of Engineering and Sovial Science. The dinner will start at 6:30 p.m. in the faculty dining room, next to the Spartan Pub and will cost
$15.
Garber’s association with the Smithsonian Institution has spanned 63 years. In that time, he has helped
acquire some of the most noteworthy aircraft in aviation history, including the 1903 Wright brothers air-

plane !town at Kitty Hawk, and the "Spirit of St. Louis,"
the aircraft used by Charles Lindbergh to cross the Atlantic Ocean nonstop in 1927.
Garber’s presentation Friday night will include the
"13 greatest airplanes in the world," and an eight -carousel slide show depicting the history of aviation.
Garber, a former glider and mail pilot, is a member
of the "Early Birds of Aviation," a select group of pilots
who made their solo flights before Dec. 17, 1917, fourteen
years to the day after the Wright brothers made their
first flight.
Immediately after World War I, Garber and other
Army pilots flew mail across the country.
For more information, call the School of Engineering at 277-2475, the School Social Science at 277-2111,
or the department of aeronautics at 277-2466.

At least six internships are available through the
SJSU-sponsored program, he added.
Two SJSU seniors took advantage of the Sacramento
program this semester. One of those, political science
major Tom Bradshaw, is working for Assemblyman
Larry Sterling, R-San Diego, preparing files, organizing
legislation, and accompanying the legislator to assembly
meetings.
The second student, Ken Montojo, handles bill analysis for the Sierra Club’s Sacramento lobby group.
Christensen said students are required to log 25 hours
each week and usually take 12-15 units as Sacramento
State, including six units for the internship itself, six units
for supporting courses, and an elective.
Deadline for applying to the program is April 22.

Multicultural taskforce . . .
from pp 1
ed person should know other cultures.
"I know your culture," said Hughey, an Afro-American. "I’ve read everything that you’ve written. But you
don’t know mine."
One of the things Hughey said he would change at
SJSU would be the search and recruitment of minority
professors. He said the university does not do this.
He would also put an emphasis on bilingualism.
"There is a group who’s challenging the right of the

’Competition was not the issue,
it was just to have fun.’
"the purpose of Greek Week is unity," said Ann
O’Brian, Delta Zeta activity chairman. "We’re hoping
for some positive public relations to show that Greeks
are a positive thing."
Kevin McClelland, Greek Week publicity director
said the Song Fest "originated with most of the greek
houses on campus in the 605 and 70s."
Delta Gamma and Chi Omega won second and third
place for sororities, and Sigma Nu and Kappa Sigma
second and third for the fraternities.
The winners were awarded plaques.
"Competition was not the issue," McClelland said.
"It was just to have fun.

By Bob Teeter
Who’s Who in America is honoring two SJSU faculty
members this year for the first time.
Francis Huang and Dennis Brown were considered
notable by Marquis Publications for its 1983 list of America’s important people.
Huang and Brown were more modest.
"I just want to find out what is the minimum standard
they use," said Huang, 60, a pro’fessor of mechanical engineering.
He has taught at SJSU since 1958, serving as chairman of his department from 1973 to 1981.
Huang said the Who’s Who citation was "not much of
an honor," but he may be used to. honors.
He received an award from Tau Beta Pi, an engineering honor society, as outstanding engineering professor in 1967 and 1976 and the California State College System’s distinguished teaching award in 1968-1969.
He wrote a textbook,"Enginering Thermodynamics
Fundamentals and Applications" in 1976.
Before teaching, Huang served in the Chinese army
from 1943 to 1945, when he came to the United States and
attended college. He got his bach elor of science degree in

School of Humanities and Arts to teach conversational
Spanish," Hughey said. "That’s despicable."
Ultimately, he said, it comes down to knowledge.
"We can’t afford to be an uneducated society," Hughey said. "We can’t afford to go around hurting people because of lack of knowledge."
The Task Force will have a representative from each
department. It will meet sometime in the next few weeks,
Hughey said.
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studied in the EIR. The report said none of them were "viable."
The alternatives were:
the addition of three decks and 1 ,000 spaces to the 10th
Street garage,
a garage along 10th Street between the prolongation of
San Antonio Street and the university corporation yard,
a structure built on the recreation area between the dormitories and
a garage at the south campus near Spartan Stadium.
The EIR said the first three alternatives would
thicken traffic on already congested streets and affect
area residents adversely. Addition of decks to the 10th
Street garage would also remove large portions of the
current structure from use during the construction.
A "maximum efficiency" garage could be built over
a mile away on the south campus, atccording to the EIR,
but a shuttle-bus service to the main campus would have
to be provided, and playing fields would be lost.
The garage
The garage that will probably take shape will occupy
most of the block on the east side of Fourth Street between
San Carlos and San Salvador streets. The EIR said it
would probably be a five-deck structure, 535 feet long on
its east and west sides, 125 wide and 415 feet high. Orbach
called it "skinny."
The university dictates no building’ in the area may be
taller than Carl D. Duncan Hall, and the EIR said a taller
garage with a greater capacity would not be possible because of the height limitation.
However, a feasibility study and a tentative drawing
made by campus architect Marquis Associates shows
that a five-deck garage with one deck below ground level
would still be lower than Duncan Hall, ’Orbach said a taller garage might be built, but emphartized the drawing
was an architect’s conception.
ears would enter the garage from .San Salvador and
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Fourth streets, according to the feasibility study. Back-up
lanes may be built along the main streets in front of the
entrances. Cars will move to the different levels via ohe
"double-helix" ramp at the north end of the garage, and
drivers will pay 50 cents just before exiting onto Fourth
Street, Nemetz said.
The garage will help shorten lines entering the Seventh Street and 10th Street garages, Nemetz explained,
because cars exiting onto Seventh Street from Highway
280 could "filter" down through Fifth and Sixth streets to
San Salvador Street.
Nemetz said the garage would be only for students,
faculty and staff. He said he did not anticipate problems
with non-university drivers parking in the garage, but
suggested he might make random identification checks
and monitor the destination of fool traffic leaving the garage.
The EIR projected that faculty and staff would arrive
at the garage early each weekday morning and fill about
400 spaces, leaving 1100 for students.The report said the
garage would probably be full by 9:15 a.m.
Orbach said at least 200 spaces would probably be
used by faculty and staff. Nemetz added that some faculty-and -staff-only spaces may be marked.
Since the garage will only replace the number of
spaces lost from the closure of the nearby dirt lots and the
200 spots already in the "footprint" of the proposed structure, the EIR said traffic patterns and volume will not
change significantly.
The report also said no more than 10 trucks a day will
make deliveries to the construction site.
The structure and appearance of the garage is the responsiblity of the architect, and are currently undetermined. The EIR suggested a reinforced concrete frame,
possibly with cantilevered upper decks projecting over
earth berms around the ground floor.
Evans wrote when the garage was proposed that the
university did not want the structure to have an appearance of "impregnability." He recommended that the
garage be "as open as possible" while concealing the cars
inside from exterior view. Evans also said a "means of
surveillance" for the garage should be required.
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1951 from what was then San Jose State Cellege ,111(1
master’s from Stanford in
1952.
Brown, 50, became
chairman of the department of journalism and
mass communications in
1970. He joined the department in 1968.
"The department is a
significant school of journalism and mass communications in the country,"
he said. "For that reason,
the head of the department
gets a little attention."
Dennis Brown
Brown worked as a reporter for the Des Moines Register from 1959 to 1960.
He served his alma meters at the offices of public information at the University of Iowa from 1960 to 1965 and
at the University of Missouri from 1966 to 1967.
He earned his bachelor’s degree from Harvard University in 1955, his master of arts degree at Iowa in 1961
and his PhD from Missouri in 1970.

Parking alternatives needed

Internships remain unfilled
By Dave Berkowitz
Internships are always difficult to find, but one department is offering an unusual six -unit program in the
state’s capital and no one is jumping to get in.
Terry Christensen, SJSU political science professor,
organized the program four years ago. The political science department is seeking applicants for an internship
that would place students in the offices of state legislators
and interest groups. Strangely enough, students who
apply don’t need to be a political science major, Christensen said.
But the offer requires a transfer to Sacramento State
University, a means of self-support and transportation.
"For those who can manage it, it’s a terrific opportunity." Christensen said. "We usually have about two or
three students go up there.

By Cheryl Clemmons
Delta Zeta sorority and Sigma Chi fraternity won
first place honors in the Greek Song Feat in the S.U. Amphitheater Tuesday.
The songfest is part of Greek Week activities.
Eighteen sororities and fraternities were scheduled
to participate, but event organizers said several groups
did not appear.
The groups were judged on over-all clarity, enthuasiam and organization of presentations in which they’
’
sang or chanted their sorority or fraternity cheers.
Three faculty members were the judges, and the
groups were allowed five minutes on the stage. Judges
awarded points on a scale of one to five.

Who’s who honors faculty

Aviator...
By Brian Dravis
SJSI’ students interested in aviation, history, or
both will have a rare opportunity to meet and speak with
Paul Garber. historian emeritus and former curator of
he Smithsonian Institution’s National Air and Space
Museum in Washington, D.C.

Delta Zeta,
Sigma Chi
win song fest
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’Peace’ group wants butter over guns
By Cassie MacDuff
"They shall beat their swords into plowshares, and
their spears into pruninghooks. nation shall not lift up
sword against nation, neither shall they learn war any
more." Isaiah, 2:4.
A loosely knit nationwide group calling itself Jobs
wilt) Peace is looking for ways to turn that ancient Biblical prophesy into a reality. The group, based in San Francisco, has declared April 11 through 16 "Jobs with Peace
Week" in an effort to focus attention on the gap between
defense spending and spending on social programs.
’Through a series of successful ballot referendums in
51) cities and towns across’the country, Jobs with Peace
has asked legislators to look for ways to fund health care,
transportation, education and housing by cutting the nation’s military budget. San Jose voters approved a Jobs
will Peace referendum by 62 percent in November.
.More than 50 cents of every tax dollar now goes to defense, according to the group.
’ Fewer than 50 people showed up for a speech on the
nuclear arms race co-sponsored by Jobs with Peace and
9.1S1.1 Students for Peace in conjunction with "Ground
Zero Week" Tuesday night in the Student Union Ballroom.
The scheduled speaker, H. Jack Geiger, had to cancel
his speech after he was hospitalized with acute glaucoma.
He was replaced by U.C. Berkeley physics professor

Seminar helps
dorm students
to lose weight
By Mark Sweeny
The scale can be a person’s worst enemy. As the
numbers quickly pass the desired weight, panic sets in.
However, instead of running to the corner drugstore and
stocking up on the latest diet books, behavioral modification may be the answer to losing weight.
"Everyone wants to be a size seven," said Coleen
Saylor, nursing instructor, "but they want the magic
fairy dust to make them a size seven and it doesn’t work
like that."
’ Saylor presented a weight loss seminar to 13 people
00pril 12 in Hoover Hall.
: The seminar was hosted by resident adviser Lisa
lthn as part of ongoing presentations made by the resident advisers in the dormitories.
Saylor said there is no magic cure to losing weight,
and it takes time to lose those extra pounds.
She said the mind can develop unconscious links between studying and food or watching television and
food. To prevent overeating, she said to break these
bonds by limiting the places and activities associated
with eating.
, "Don’t eat when reading or watching TV.," she
said. "You’re not paying attention to what you are eating and you say, ’Oh, did I eat? What did! eat? I better
have some more because !don’t know what late."
Saylor said eating slower and smaller amounts of
Food can reduce a person’s caloric intake. She said it
takes twenty minutes for the head to know the stomach
is full.

"Have an honest talk with yourself
about why you want to lose weight.
Visualize how you would look
be positive."
Although some people eat to reduce stress or to satisfy an emotional need, Saylor said people should look
for other ways of satisfaction. She said buying clothes or
exercising may be a substitute.
"It’s time to come to grips with yourself and decide
what is more imporant." she said. "Is it liking food or
lodking good, feeling good and being healthy?"
Saylor said writing a list of things to do distracts a
person from running to the refrigerator for a snack. She
said every time a person is hungry, he can read the list
and do somethig more beneficial to his body.
While losing weight. Saylor said many people feel
deprived because they do not eat as much as they want.
However, she said people must remember the reasons
for the diet and concentrate on their goals.
"You have to have an honest talk with yourself
about why you want to lose weight," she said. "Remember the payoff and visualize in your mind how youwould
look and what clothes you would wear. Be more positive
than negative."
Saylor said wiring jaws shut, stapling stomachs and
trying fad diets will help a person to lose weight, but
once they end these diets, they will regain the weight.
’ Because of this, Saylor promotes behavioral modification and warns people to be skeptical of "all this fad
crap."
"It is important to be your best 1i itiad," she said.
-The key lo looking good is taking care of yourself."
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Charles Schwartz.
The poor turnout may have been partly due to a
change from its originally scheduled location in Morris
Dailey Auditorium to the ballroom, according to Peggy
Elwell, Sah Jose Jobs with Peace chairwoman. No note
was posted at the auditoirum to alert people of the location change.
Another hitch in the plans occured when the scheduled film, "Dark Circle," failed to arrive. Elwell said she
wasn’t terribly concerned about the "logistical problems" because the group had many other activities
planned for Jobs with Peace Week.
Rep. Don Edwards tD-San Jose) kicked off the
week’s activities with a Washington news conference to
publicize a congressional resolution he introduced earlier
this year calling for Congress to "make more money
availablefor jobs . . . by significantly reducing the
amount of our tax dollars spent on nuclear weapons, foreign military intervention and wasteful military programs."
Elwell said the resultion has picked up 100 Congressional backers and has been referred to House committees for action. She did not know which committees, but said it was probably the same ones that considered the
better-known nuclear freeze resolution several months
ago.
Schwartz. a U.C. Berkeley physics professor, told the

small
night while budgathering Tuesday
gets for human servies are being cut, spending not only
for the military but also for study of "the pure physical
sciences" such as physics and engineering has increased
because those sciences play a large role in developing
military weaponry.
Schwartz said organized labor has compiled information showing increased spending on the military is hurting
the rest of the economy. William Winpsinger, head of the
International Association of Machinists, whose members
often are employed in the defense industry, has stated
dollars go further and create more jobs when spent in
peaceful industries than in defense, Schwartz said.
When military spending increased in the 19706, IAM
jobs decreased because defense industries lean heavily
toward automation, Schwartz said.
Schwartz said many students graduating in fields
such as engineering and physics become disillusioned
when the realize that most job opportunities for them are
related to defense. He said he encourages his students to
talk to one another about the choices they will face upon
graduation and to become politcally involved to try to
change the direction science is taking.
The problem, Schwarz said, is that most students
don’t attend activities like the ones sponsored this week
by Jobs with Peace and "are kept shielded in their curricula" so they don’t know until they graduate they may end

up working in military research and development.
Other Jobs with Peace Week activities:
Thursday, April 14:
Noon Student Union Pacheco Room: Ground Zero videotape showings of "Nuclear War. Incurable Disease"
and "The Nuclear Shadow: What the Children Can Tell
Us."
2 to 4 p.m. S.C. Amphitheatre: Ground Zero Rally
with music, speakers and representatives of Students for
Peace and Jobs with Peace.
4 p.m.
S.U. Almaden Room: Workshop, "Possibilities for Winning Peace: Economic Crisis and the Military
Budget .’’
8 p.m. Room MI04, Stanford Medical Center: Dr.
Charles Clements will talk about his work as a medical
volunteer in El Salvador.
Friday, April 15:
Noon to Midnight San Jose Main Post Office, 1750 Meridian Ave.: War Tax Protest Rally, leafletting. sign -waving, National Laywers Guild Marching Band at 6 p.m.
1 p.m.
S.U. Almaden Room: Ground Zero videotapes. See schedule for noon, Thursday.
Saturday, April 16:
Noon to 4 p.m. Kelly Park, Twin Oaks Area: Picnic, entertainment. games raffle of Signe Wilkinson political
cartoon.

Campus sex equality to be surveyed
By Karen Sorensen
There is a lack of sexual equality at SJSU, according
to Jane Boyd, Women’s Studies instructor.
That is why a questionnaire entitled the "Institutional
Self Study Guide on Sex Equity" will soon be presented to
a group of students, faculty, administrators, and other
campus staff.
Boyd said she hopes the questionnaire results will
show people sex equity is a problem on campus.
"What we want to do is show that these issues really
do exist on campus," she said.
The percentage of women is increasing among campus populations, Boyd said. This is mainly due to the
greater number of women over age 30 who are enrolling
in an effort to achieve career advancement, she explained.
Statistics from the fall of 1981 showed that 52 percent
of the SJSU population was female, Boyd said, adding
there are at least two other campuses in the California
State University System which have more women than
men.
Because of this increase, it is especially important to
see the needs of women are being satisfied, Boyd said.
In Nov. 1980, a CSU system -wide executive order was
adopted which stated all general education courses, when
appropriate, should include issues concerning women and
minorities.
But some faculty members are dragging their feet in
adoption of these principles, Boyd said.
"There are some classes in dire need of change," she
said. "I think in many of the general student courses,
women are not treated seriously. Education that leaves
out women either in content or as students is inaccurate
education. Women are part of the world. To deny that is
inaccurate."
Many people have heard that sex equity is.a problem
at other institutions, she said, "but until people think it’s
really happening here, the motivation is very low to spend
energy to change things."
Boyd said the questionnaire results should not only
show change is needed, but would also pinpoint where sex
equity is most a problem and help to implement the executive order to incorporate women’s and minorities’ issues
into the curriculum.
Boyd said she hopes the results will help to establish a
requirement that all departments include women’s issues
as part of their yearly evaluation of general education
courses.

Communication Week
held for all students
The following is a schedule of events for Thursday
t April 14) of Communications Week. All panels and
workshops will be in the Student Union and are free and
open to the campus community. There will be no classes
in the journalism department today.
10:30 a.m. The Diversified Photojournalist will be
discussed in the Umunhum Room.
Job Stability in Radio and Television: Ratings vs.
Competency will be the discussed in the Costanoan Room.
1:30 p.m. A panel on Emerging Issues in Public Relations will be in the Umunhum Room.
The Press: Problems and Performance will
3 p.m.
be in the Umunhum Room.
The alumni and student reception will be
p.m.
5:30
in the Umunhum Room.
6:30 p.m. Communications Week Banquet will be in
the Ballroom. Mervin Field will speak on "The Role of
Polling in Today’s Political Process."

The questionnaire was designed by the Carnegie Corporation of New York, which funds various programs in
an effort to "better the world." The study was field-tested
at 20 different postsecondary institutions across the country before being made available to college campuses.
Samuel Henry, affirmative action officer, brought the
study to the attention of a I3-member team who attended
a 1982 CSU conference entitled "Higher Education for
Women in the 80’s," Boyd said, a member of that team.
She received the questionnaire material one year
ago, she said, and is now working with students from her
"Studies on Sex and Power" class to change the questionnaire to fit SJSU.
"We are just taking out questions that we don’t feel
apply to this institution," she said. She and the students
have also designed the student questionnaire which was
not included in the Carnegie study, she added.
Approximately 250 people will be given the questionnaire, Boyd said. A total of 55 falculty, administrators,
and staff will fill out a questionnaire aimed at sex equity
among faculty and staff along with a seperate questionnaire on the social climate of SJSU.
Social climate is defined by Boyd as the way women
are treated. An example of questions asked would be: are

HEALTH
CORNER
Warts are common,
stubborn, but curable
By Samuel White
Warts are probably the most common benign tumor
of the body, according to a pamphlet compiled by the
California Medical Association.
They are caused by a virus. These tumors are contagious, spreading from person to person, from inanimate
objects (such as gym floors, shower floors, etc.) to an individual, and from a person’s hands to various portions

men called on more in class or is their work taken more
seriously than womens’? Are women denied status for
instance, is a woman staff member bypassed by subordinates which go to her superiors?
In addition to the 55 staff members, approximately
200 students will fill out one questionnaire incorporating
questions on both student sex equity and social climate.
A balanced selection of male, female, and senior and
junior faculty and administrators were chosen to receive
the questionnaire, Boyd said. Likewise, a variety of students will be selected. A day student might view the issue
of sex equity different than a night student would, for example, she said.
Students filling out the questionnaire have not yet
been chosen, Boyd said, but added she plans to present
the questionnaire to various classrooms on campus.
Selected administrators, faculty and staff can expect
to receive the questionnaire within two weeks, Henry
said. Student questionnaires are not yet completed, Boyd
said, but she hopes to have the results in by June.
The questionnaire is "not only meant to investigate.
but it’s meant to help us as a tool to change." she said. It
will show us where to "focus and prioritize our energy" in
the future.
of his or her anatomy.
On the hands, warts are elevated and covered by a
thick, rough surface consisting of many closely-set projections.
On the faces and necks of bearded individuals,
warty lesions tend to be multiple and they often recur
after removal.
In children, the face is more likely to be afflicted
with flat, flesh-colored or yellowish lesions called flat
warts.
Plantar warts are found on the soles of the feet
where they are flat because of constant pressure and
are surrounded by callouses. In the genital area of both
sexes and in and around the anus, the growths may be
small, but can combine with adjacent warts to form
large masses.
No therapeutic approach is uniformly successful,
the pamphlet said. Approximately 75 to 80 percent of
cases treated are cured. Treatment includes freezing
with liquid nitrogen or dry ice, burning with an electric
needle, x-rays, surgical excisions, chemicals such as
Podophyllin (especially in the ano-genital region I. various acids, formalin and a host of other acceptable
measures.
In many cases, warts tend to clear without treatment, but before that happens the warts may extend and
may require years to subside. On the other hand, it is not
unusual for a sufferer to discover that an eruption at
warts has disappeared without a trace.
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The student union scheduling office is
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the 1982 fall semester.
Student organizations and campus
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Tamburino off golf team;
Conflict in philosophy cited
By John Venturino
Spartan golfer Joe Tamburino, a former California
state amateur champion and winner of the last two PCAA
championship tournaments will compete for the team no
longer.
Coach Jerry Vroom announced Wednesday the
release of Tamburino, a junior, for "philosophical differences.’’
"He made a significant contribution to our team the
past two years and he will be missed greatly," Vroom said
in a press release issued Wednesday.

Taniburino, a third year eteran 01 the Spartan golf
team, leaves with three tournaments remaining before
the end of the season and the beginning of NCAA championships June 8-11.
He was the winner of the 1982 Northern California
Intercollegiate Tournament, placed in the to five rankings
during his first two years, and an honorable mention AllAmerican.
Tamburino is a graduate of Willow Glen High School
in San Jose where he won the Northern California High
School Championships during his senior year.

SJSU karate team strong,
capture first place rankings
By Diane Murphy
SJSU fought its way to three first place rankings
Saturday, when it outsparred and out -demonstrated 10
other colleges in an intercollegiate karate tournament at
Santa Clara University.
Mark Rogers took first place in the black belt
sparring or Kumite competition. Grabbing a first place
for sparring in the brown belt category was Ed Resuello.
In the form competition, black belt Carol Hernandez,
who also place third in the sparring portion, ranked
number one.
There will probably be several more competitions this
year, said Isao Wada, SJSU Karate instructor. Saturday’s
meeting was the first time SJSU’s 20-person ream had

ever officially participated in a tournament
The tournament, according to Wada, was a "goodwill" competition and will have no bearing on player
rankings and status in future tournaments.
Other competitors who placed were Victor Okumura
whoa took a third place in the white and blue belt sparring
contest and Elenore Bogato, who ranked fourth in the
white and blue belt form competition.
Wada was happy with the results.
"I was expecting some of the members to place third,
but I was really happy at their getting first place," he
said. "Some of them have a high degree belt, but they
haven’t competed, so they did really well."

Basketball players signed
SJSU men’s basketball signings got underway
yesterday afternoon, when basketball coach Bill Berry
and his staff announced the acquisition of three southern
California high school players, and one from the Bay area.
Heading the list is 6-foot -8 Gerald Thomas, who can
play both center and forward, from Madison High School
in San Diego. Thomas averaged 14.7 points per game and
pulled down 13 rebounds per contest. He also averaged a
phenomenal 9 blocked shots per game, slats which
qualified Thomas for All -league, All -city and All-county.
Second in the signings is 6-foot -6 Stony Evans, a
forward out of Bonita High School in La Verne, Calif.
Evans, averaging 19.3 points and 10.3 rebounds per game,
was chosen for first team, CIF, and was picked for All -San
Gabriel Valley teams.

Berry’s third signing is guard Kevin Richardson, a
graduate of Dominguez High School in Compton, Calif.
Richardson, standing at 6-foot -1, averaged 16.7 points per
game with Dominguez.
Richardson also showed promise as an assist man,
when he averaged 6 assists per contest. He was two-time
All-San Gabriel valley league and made the second team.
All -CIF in the 3A classification.
Berry’s only signing up north was a 6-foot-3 guard.
Eric Williamson fr.m Merritt College in Oakland.
Averaging 24.6 points per game. Williamson was on the
second team, All-state, and was voted the Most Valuable
Player in his school’s conference. Williamson also dished
out 3.4 assists per game, and hauled down 4.4 rebounds
per contest.
More signings are expected within the week.

McNealy to play in Hawaii
SJSU’s Chris McNealy will join 31 of the top college
basketball players in the nation beginning today when he
travels to Honolulu for the annual Aloha Classic.
The three-day tournament will showcase such stars
as Ralph Sampson, Steve Stepanovich, Sidney Green,
Greg Michoff. Rod Foster and Ron Anderson, and is
considered one of the most important post-season
tournaments of the year.
"It’s very important for Chris:: said SJSU head
coach Bill Berry. "It will probably determine where he
goes in the INBA ) draft."
McNealy. voted Most Valuable Player on the

Spartan squad, set school records in scoring (541
points), scoring average ( 19.3 points per game), field
goals made (217) and most games scoring 20 or more
points ( 16), and also appeared in the prestigious EastWest All Star Game April 3.
He was also named to the All -Pacific Coast Athletic
Association first team and to the All-PCAA Tournament
squad after leading the Spartans loan upset victory over
Utah State and an almost -win over eventual National
Invitational Tournament champion Fresno state.
"We’re all very proud of him." Berry said.
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Karate’s king displays skill
By Diane Murphy
A man inhales deeply, clenches his fists and stares
into space as a board is slammed against his stomach.
Another is surrounded by four opponents in white
ghis. he spins in a circle and one by one splits the two-byfours they are holding.
Another black belt steps to the center of the mat and
displays two foot -long iron daggers. He spins them in
warrior fashion as members of the audience pray, "Dear
God, don’t let him lose his grip!"
This is the art of Karate-do. And one of the master
artists was at SJSU to demonstrate his skills this week Takayuki Mikami.
Mikami, 49, a seventh-degree black belt, is a threetime All-Japan champion of Karate-Do. In simpler terms,
according to Isao Wada, SJSU karate instructor, "He is
the Muhammad Ali of karate."
The 5-foot -4 Mikami began studying karate for selfdiscipline at a Japanese University when he was 18. At 26
he won both the sparring and form competitions of the All Japan championship and was named Grand Champion. In
1961 and 1962 he won the form competition portion again.
Mikami stopped competing in 1963 when he came to
the United States.
When Mikami took to the mat for his demonstration of
karate applications to self defense during Monday’s
demonstration, there was silence. His movements were
exact and coldly executed.

"To control the physical," Mikami said, "you mii,
control the mental.
"Any movement can result in injury without using ill,.
brain," he said with a heavy Japanese accent. The secret
to gaining self control, according to Mikami, is to put in
more effort and "overcome your own weaknesses."
Mikami, who lives in New Orleans. is president of the
All South Karate Federation, which includes more than
1200 students. He teaches 250 students himself and tells
them to regard karate training as a way of life.
"When you train, if you are ugly. your opponent will
be ugly," he said. "If you are softly, your opponent %tin
become softly.
"It is the same way in life."
There have been times when Mikami has used his own
advice. Being small and Japanese, he said, some
Americans have approached him looking for karate
fights.
To these antagonists, Mikami "speaks softly."
He has never had to fight because of this.
Mikami has suffered several injuries from sparring -a dislocated shoulder, a broken nose and missing teeth
among them. He can’t compete now because of a ruptured
achilles tendon.
"Karate," Mikami said, "teaches the importance of
improving."
"To overcome, you must put out the extra effort."

SPARTAGUIDE
The Japan Karate Association will hold class at
6 p.m. today in the fencing
room ’Men’s Gym). The
class is open to all students.
The Sociology Club and
AKD are sponsoring a barbecue from noon to 2:30 tomorrow on the Social Science
Courtyard.
Call

Joanna Barwick at 295-6206
for information.

nojosa at 277-2414 for more
information.

El Concilio meets at
5:30 today in the S.U. Guadalupe room. Call Roger L.
Sanchez at 277-3634 for information.

The Progressive Student Alliance meets tomorrov, (loin 3.30 la 6:30 p.m.
in the S.U. Pacheco room.
Call Elias at 288-5079 for information.

S.O.L.E.S. meets at 6
today in ENG 162. Call
Rene Lovato or Jaime Hi’

Bug Problems?

The Humanities Club
shows "Birth of a Nation,
Part 3- tomorrow at 2 p.m.
in the S.U. Montalvo
Room. Call Rob at 226-7902
for information.

The SJSU songleaders
hold a porn-porn workshop
from 2:30 to 4:30 p.m. tomorrow in room 102 of the
Men’s Gym. Call Felicia
Williams at 280-1990 or
Myra Dominguez at 2696098 for information.
Career Planning and
Placement holds a Careers
For Communication Majors seminar 12:30 today in
DMH 241. Call Cheryl AlImen at 277-2272 for information.

The Gay and Lesbian
Student Union meets today
at 4 p.m. in the School of
Social Work at ( Ninth and
San Carlos streets) Call
Rose at 277-2047 for information.
The Students for Peace
meet from 5 to 7 tonight in
the S.U. Almaden Room.
Call Larry at 275-0627 for
information.
Elementary Education
holds an Information meeting for those entering the
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Multiple Subject Credential Program from 4 to 5
p.m. this afternoon in SH
120. Call Clay S. Andrews
at 277-2681 for information.

Brewer at 971-9297 or William Goodman at 926-6665
for information.

The
Inter-Varsity
Christian Fellowship will
talk on Christian Dating
Relationships at 7 p.m. tonight in the S.U. Costanoan
Room. Call Alan Logan at
292-2282.

The Campus Christian
Center presents a "Meet
and Eat" Lunch program
on homosexuality at noon
today at Jonah’s Wail on
San Carlos at S. 10th
streets. Call Norb Firnhaber at 298-0204.

Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity will hold a Squire
Club Orientation at 9 tonight in the S.U. Guadalupe Room. Call Charles

The Student Health
Service will screen blood
pressure and give health
information from 10 a m
to 2 p.m. today in front of
the S.U. Business Office,
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Community Committee for International Students provides services for
students
international
today from 2 to 4 p.m, in
the Administration Building, Room 206. Call 2583020.
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NEW YORK ( AP) -- Major League baseball, which
for years has been gazing toward the pot of gold at the end
of the cable television rainbow, apparently is ready to
pursue it in earnest.
Commissioner Bowie Kuhn confirmed Tuesday that
baseball is "evaluating" the possibility of setting up its
own pay-cable network, probably by funnelling games
from around the major leagues onto pay-cable outlets already being used by big league teams. The games would
be in addition to those carried on ABC and NBC.
Sources at those networks said the cable setup was
likely to be in operation before the new contract with the
two networks expires at the end of the 1989 season.
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Only regular season games would be involved, not the
real bonanza - the playoffs and the World Series, which
the two networks will carry through 1989 on an alternating
basis. But some owners have talked about the financial
potential - once most of the country is wired for cable in charging viewers to watch those premier events.
Some 30-35 million of the 83 million homes with television sets now are wired for cable television.
Both ABC and NBC, according to sources, would be
involved in the cable project, although they would have to
tread softly on a joint project to avoid becoming ensnared
in the anti-trust laws.
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"What you’re likely to see, is baseball -ABC and baseball -NBC" said one source, who suggested that the network involvement would be primarily financial.
Several teams already carry games on pay-cable
television, notably the Chicago White Sox, whose coowner, Eddie Einhorn, is a member of baseball’s television committee.
The New York Yankees and New York Mets are both
on SportsChannel, a New York area outlet that also televises the New York Islanders of the National Hockey
League Islanders and the New Jersey Nets of the National
Basketball Association. Milwaukee, which would share
its network with the NBA Bucks; Pittsburgh, Los Angeles
and California also have pay-cable setups in the works.
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The members of Pink Floyd, one of the most popular
bands of the rock era, took to the stage for a rare appearance one night in Los Angeles. The theme that night
was "The Wall," the album and the story--the tale of a
man facing society and losing his sanity ( whatever we
might call sanity.
But the members of the group disliked the way they
were greeted upon entering the stage. The fans went wild.
screaming like rock fans are expected to scream for such
superstars.
Pink Floyd left the stage.
A man came out and explained the situation to the
fans:
"The band has something to present to you tonight.
and they ask that you be more quiet. Thank you."
When the crowd quieted down, the4)and re-entered,
and the presentation began.
The above is a second-hand story, of course. I did not
go to L.A. to see "The Wall," and lam not completely sure
the story is accurate. But I wouldn’t doubt that the group
would do such a thing.
Too many Pink Floyd fans "trip out" on the eerie, art
rock the group uses as their medium, and do not see the
message they are trying to send.
"The Wall" was not simply a gathering of top-41)
heavy metal tunes to be played on a Sony Walkman. It was
a rock opera, or, more preferably, a rock drama.
It ended up as a movie this year. A startling movie at
that, one that showed the pressures of society ( not the
pressures of rock life, as many mistakenly thought) that
drive us to build bricks upon a wall--one at a time-until we
are trapped inside it, and can no longer cope with
civilization.
But Pink Floyd did not stop at generalizations about
society. The band’s latest album, "The Final Cut," attacks specific members of that society --the tyrants.
The album, so much dominated by P.F. leader Roger
Waters that he even designed the sleeve cover, attacks the
notion of heroism and duty to country that so many blindly
take to heart.
But it doesn’t hit the listener the first time through --it
takes thought. Beautiful understatement: that is the
secret to the creative success of Pink Floyd.
In the first piece (no, not "song"), titled "The Post
War Dream," a son questions his father’s death at war:
tell me true tell me why was jesus crucified
is it for this that daddy died?
was it you? was it me?
did) watch too much t.v.?
is that a hint of accusation in you eyes?
The piece goes on to make one of several direct
references to world leaders on the album:
what have we done maggie what have we done
to en gland
what have we done
Maggie is, of course, Margaret Thatcher, the most
prevalent target of Waters’ lyrics. Waters even attacks
Thatcher musically, attaching a taunting, five-note
hummed motif to every reference to England’s prime
minister.
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The target becomes clearer later, in "The Hero’s
Return":
when we came back from the war the banners and
flags hung on everyone’s door
we rifinced and we sang in the street and
the church bells rang
but burning in my heart
my memory smoulders on
of the gunner’s dying words on the intercom
More hints. The listener is not sure where the group e.
going with this slowly unfolding tale, but it unfolds morc.
as the album progresses.
The next vicious tidbit is a bitingly sarcastic look at
the "tyrants and kings" of the world, those select few who
have the honor of playing with the future of the earth’,
inhabitants. It is called "The Fletcher Memorial Home":
take all your overgrown infants away somewhere
and build them a home a little place of their own
the fletcher memorial
home for incurable tyrants and kings
But time out for a little sarcastic fun,
in "Not
Now John," a rollicking, irreverent cut most likely to t
the "hit" on the album:
fuck all that we’ve got to get on with these
got to compete with the wily Japanese
no need to worry about the vietnamese
got to bring the russian bear to his knees
well, maybe not the russian bear
maybe the swedes
we showed argentina
now let’s go and show these
make us feel tough
and wouldn’t maggie be pleased
nah nah nah nah nah nah!
Well, so much for fun and false patriotism, now onto
more serious matters. The trip ends here, and, by the last
words of the last piece on this album, anyone can figure
out what "the final cut" really is. No, it’s not Pink Floyd’s
last album. Let’s hope not, anyway-they’re one of the last
bastions of true popular creativity left.
The final cut is something bigger:
the wire that holds the cork
that keeps the anger in
gives way
and suddenly it’s day again
the sun is in the east
even though the day is done
Iwo suns in the sunset
hmmmmmmmmm
could be the human race is run
and as the windshield melts
my tears evaporate
leaving only charcoal to defend
finally i understand
the feelings of the few
ashes and diamonds
foe and friend
we were all equal in the end
...for eric fletcher waters (1913-1944)
We were all equal in the end.
The SJSU Jazz Choir is set to sing the national anthem
tomorrow at Candlestick Park for the S.F. Giants’ 7:35
p.m. game against Cincinatti. I can just see it now:
0 -oh say-doo-be-doo-can you see-doo-wah doo-wahby the dawn’s...ear...1y...light-diddly bop shoo -bang yeh!.
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’Pinafore’ needs

S.O.S.
Superb voices can’t keep show afloat

By Diane Murphy
Society’s
going to see the Gilbert and Sullivan
My friends groaned when I said I was
one of the Society’s shows last year, they
"H.M.S. Pinafore." They had suffered through
said.
be better. The group was supposed to be
But, my friends conceded, this year might
blessed with some really fine voices.
the serenading of John Hiestand as Ralph
Well, they were blessed, most notably by
who portrayed Josephine. Both had beauClare,
Vivian
lady
Rackstraw and his leading
Clare. The rest of the cast also had good,
particularly
unfaltering,
tiful voices, clear and
voices.
if not quite strong enough,
was not enough to make Pinafore
Unfortunately, the sweet warblings of the group
from its music (the orchestra under
not
suffered
musical
The
price.
worth its admission
dancwas also quite good), but from its acting,
the lavish direction of James Campbell
directing.
its
kind,
too
ing, and, lest I be
the
Ruth P. Stein, could have ( if you’ll excuse
One can only wonder how the director,
completely.
so
boat
pun) missed the
about the British Navy, written in 1878. A
H.M.S. Pinafore is a wacky musical satire
Captain’s daughter. She is promised to
the
with
love
in
falls
Ralph
named
lowly sailor
Nevertheless, she
Admiralty, a man above her station.
the
of
Lord
First
the
Joseph,
Sir
Ralph.
with
be
to
longs
the
Sullivan were nuts . . . and I mean that in
One can only assume that Gilbert and
for G & S fans and non-fans alike.
nicest way. The show is hysterical a treat
But it just wasn’t played right.
therein lies the humor.
in all sincerity
For a satire to work, it needs to be done
characterizations, a satof
place
the
take
overacting
When mugging to the audience and
ire looks more like a self -mocking skit.
in
way of doing satire can be clearly seen
The contrast between the right and wrong
this production.
Anese Klein, had a face so full of expressLittle Buttercup, played by a very plump
or perhaps a gradeschooler
actress
movie
silent
old-time
an
ion she reminded one of
Buttercup’s pleasant voice
little
poor
Even
Gitchi-Goomy."
of
reciting "On the Shore
It was decidely amateurish and
gesturing.
excessive
own
her
from
couldn’t save her
should never have gotten by Stein.
Winterbottom’s Sir Joseph. Winterbottom
On the other hand, there was Derek
a
his hanky and displaying his ankles in
waving
foppishly
stage,
the
pranced around
The’difference in the two is that while Klein
worked.
it
but
.
.
.
manner
very ridiculous
was playing his character, which got laughs.
was playing for laughs. Winterbottom
His
was also one of the better performers.
Corcoran
Captain
as
Feldman
Richard
was a
many speedily -delivered words that it
so
included
number
opening
funny
very
only he had a stronger voice. . .
wonder his tongue didn’t end up in a knot. If
singers, and even the chorus. It particularly
Volume was a problem for many of the

Lit 1

in
the love of Josephine (Vivian Clare, center)
Sailor Ralph Rackstraw (John Hiestand, left) pursues
Pinafore at Montgomery
"H.M.S.
of
production
Jose’s
San
of
the Gilbert and Sullivan Society
he has
right), Josephine’s father, has other ideas, for
Theater. Captain Corcoran (Richard Feldman,
else.
someone
to
promised Josephine
hurt Dick Deadeye, played by James Fortin.
one-eyed, hunchback seaman,
Deadeye put his heart into his characterization of the
was . . . well, let’s just say he had two
but his delivery was hard to hear, and his dancing
left feet, like many in the cast.
executed, but had I been Ragacci, I
The set design by Bruno Ragacci was nicely
night. The illusion of feathery
opening
on
backdrop
the
hung
would have shot whoever
sea was destroyed by a drop
placid
a
on
by
effortlessly
floating
clouds and a long ship
bed.
unmade
an
than
it
in
wrinkles
that had more
and always a bit too low.
Nor did the lighting complement the set. It was spotty
as well as they might have been. A
fitted
weren’t
appropriate,
though
costumes,
The
the least by slightly undersized trouslightly overweight John Hiestand wasn’t helped in
sers.
be judged as one, but I can’t recThis is not a professional troupe, and they shouldn’t
is a shame, because the voice of Viommend the show. . . not for the $7.50 admission. It
audience completely at ease.
vian Clare is exquisite. Her vocal control put the
again next year. Then maybe I can
One can only hope that the Soceity will improve
they’re not only blessed with some good
say to my friends, "I understand this year
voices, but with some good acting and directing.
"H.M.S. Pinafore" will be performed
The Gilbert and Sullivan Society of San Jose’s
Montgomery Theater. For showtimes, call
Friday, Saturday, Sunday and April 21-23 in
739-3438.
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Atlantis rolls its way toward ’rock to riches’
By Eric Gill
Atlantis rolls its way into each song as it rocks the
Smokey Mountain audience, without taking a moment to
slow down. The four musicians are up. It’s a celebration,
and they’re definitely celebrating.
Keyboardist Jeff Larson of Saratoga stands tall
amidst the variety of keyboards surrounding his lanky
body. He’s dramatic as he smiles, points, waves and
bends his way into each note. His blue Levi’s fit tightly
around his long thin legs that are constantly moving as he
taps his white pointed shoes to the beat of the drums.
The two bottles of Korbel champagne and the bouquet
of roses displayed atop the Moog synthesizer are gifts
from appreciative fans, tokens of congratulations for the
band’s most recent success.
In the last six months. Atlantis has progressed from a
popular nightclub band to a finalist in Miller High Life’s
"Rock to Riches" competition.
The band’s progresss started when Larson, 24; bassist Boyd ’Chip’ Olson, 26; guitarist Dan Lynch, 26; and
drummer Gregg Scheppe. 20, entered KSJO’s "Best of the
Bay" album contest.
Some 475 local bands sent tapes of their best original
songs to the San Jose-based FM rock station, but only 10
were chosen to appear on the album. One of these songs,
"She Needs Someone," is by Atlantis, and after the album
was released KSJO selected it as the most popular song
on the LP. The selection was based on ballots sent to the
station from listeners who purchased the album.
KSJO is one of 62 radio stations across the country
participating in "Rock to Riches." These stations were divided into five regions, and the "Best of the Bay" album
was part of the national contest.
Each station selected the best song from their respective albums, then voted on songs from bands in their regions, and Atlantis was picked to represent the West
Coast. As a reward, the four members of Atlantis were
given $5,000 worth of audio equipment and air fare to New
York, where they will compete with four other bands from
across the U.S. in the "Rock to Riches" final competition.
The winner will receive 825,000 worth of musical equipment and a recording contract with Atlantic records.
But Atlantis isn’t preparing for the competition just
yet they’re celebrating.
Multi -colored helium balloons crowd the small,
smoke-filled nightclub. Below the stage more than a
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dozen enthusiastic couples swing, twist and bend their
bodies to the rhythm of one of Atlantis’ own songs, "Get it
Tonight," a tune about getting laid in a nightclub. Relaxed weeknight partiers crowd the bar across from the
stage, and beers are swallowed as quickly as one can
draw four bits from his pocket to purchase one of the 50t
"well drinks."
The crowd isn’t cultish, either. They dress normal,
they wear their hair normal, and they dance normal. No
new wave neon-clothed nymphs here. Just plain "rockers" looking for a good time.
Onstage, guitarist Jeff Lynch of Saratoga is intent on
putting on a good show. His black Les Paul guitar changes
as he
colors with the lights flashing from behind
draws its rounded body down to his leg and fondles the
neck with his left hand.
The crowd cheers as he works his way into a fast paced, high-pitched solo. His biceps flex from the zebra striped vest he is wearing, and his blond permed hair bounces with each movement of his guitar pick. Larson
strikes one last note, holds it for a moment, then leaps in
the air. He lands on the stage in unison with the drummers cymbal.
In less than two seconds Atlantis is playing the introduction to another song. Bassist "Chip" Boyd plucks the
first few notes of Head East’s "Never Been Any Reason"
on his shiny black Fender Bass. Boyd’s thin blond hair almost toucHes the black leather vest he wears. His broad

KSJO--a winner in Arbitron ratings game
By Eric Gill
It was a victory party.
Employees at KSJO joined
together last Wednesday
night to celebrate the radio
station’s quarterly Arbitron ratings. KSJO was
ranked first in the South
Bay with a 7.2 rating, while
the stations number one
rival, KOME, received a
4.4.
"Arbitron is like the
Bible for radio advertising," said Ken Anthony, research director at KSJO.
Arbitron is the Nielson
of radio. And it is just as

important, for it determines the rate at which a
station can sell its advertising spots. If a station’s
ratings are low, the price it
can charge retailers for
ads will fall. Consequently,
radio stations throughout
the country place great importance on the Arbitron
surveys, which detail each
station’s share of the listening audience. They also
pay a lot of money for the
service,
Alice Sheckly, 44, the
sales manager at KSJO.
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shoulders give him the look of a surfer, but his alligatortype cowboy boots complete the costume of a rock musician.
His voice is rough, but he does an excellent version of
the song. A delinquent grin stretches across his boyish
face as he sings the chorus. "Save my life, I’m goin’ down
for the last time." The rest of the band joins in for the
final chorus, then boom! the
drummer ends the song
with the stomp of his two bass drum pedals.
The next song needs no introduction. Lynch plays the
fluttering beginning of Rush’s "Tom Sawyer" on his synthesizer. Larson sings the first line of the song, while highspirited couples hurry to the dance floor below. Larson
has an excellent voice, and his imitation of Getty Lee, who
has one of the most unique voices in rock, is superb.
The song draws an excellent response from the audience as drummer Gregg Schoppe pounds out the progressive drum solo on his Tamma drum kit. His drumming is
firm, with just enough base to keep the band in rhythm.
He’s quick, and he plays a variety of beats. He’s good.
He’s also the youngest member of the band. He’s 20
years old, but his short thin frame makes him look
younger. Behind the drum kit, though, he sounds like he’s
had plenty of experience. His dark strayed hair is soaked
with sweat. The beads of hard work rain down on his Mick
Jagger chest as he strums the last drum roll of the set.
The band takes a break and thirsty fans rush toward the
bar.
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G SD ENTERPRISES
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said Arbitron "charges a
lot of money to use their
service." Although she
could not say how much the
service costs, she did say
the station could not do
without it.
"Ratings are important. You go into a retailer
and he wants to know what
Arbitron
ratings
your
are," she said.
Although more stations are starting to change
their format to rock music,
Sheckley said the new competition has not hurt KSJO,
because it has helped to
split up the listeners of
rival stations.
As proof, Sheckley
cited the station’s strong
ratings in the San Francisco area, where KSJO
finished second, ahead of
KMEL and KQAK.
for
Unfortunately
KSJO, Sheckley said, the
station if often overlooked
by national advertisers because it is based in San
Jose.
"The biggest problem
that we have in San Jose is
that people still think of the
Bay Area as San Francisco," she said. "The accounts think they’re reaching the entire Bay Area
with San Francisco stations, and they’re not. They
don’t recognize us as a separate market."
To help curb this dilemma, Sheckley said, the
station has a contract with
a national sales represen-

tative who secures national
accounts with Coca-Cola,
Ford Motor Company and
GMC.
Sheckley also said she
has difficulty attracting
national accounts because
KSJO has an eight unit
minutes) per hour limit.
Because KSJO has a strict
policy on the number of
commercials it will run
each hour, it can be frus(rating trying to fulfill the
number of ad requests.
"Everyone wants to
promote with KSJO and
there just aren’t a lot of
time slots," she said. "Because of the high ratings,
it’s difficult, because we
don’t have enough avails
(available spaces)."
She said KSJO’s recent
number-one rating is directly related to the limited amount of time devoted to commercials. As a
result of the high ratings,
however, she is able to sell
the limited amount of air
time for a much higher
price, and that makes up
for the 8 unit limit. "If we
ran more ads our ratings
wouldn’t be as high," she
said. "It’s nice being at the
top, and if our ratings were
lower we couldn’t get as
much for our ads."
The current rate for a
one-minute spot is $80, and
that price can vary from
8304160, depending on the
station’s ratings, according to Sheckley.
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Tierra brings latin jazz to Saddle Rack

By Samuel White

’

Riddle: What has 14 legs and plays rock, pop, jazz,
rhythm and blues, latin and even a little Mexican
mariachi? Give up? It’s Tierra!
Co-led by the multi -talented Sales brothers, Rudy and
Steve, Tierra brings its diverse style of contemporary
music to San Jose’s Saddle Rack night club April 18th at 7
and 10 p.m.
Tierra is Rudy Sales (electric guitar/vocals), Steve
Sales (trombone/timbalas/lead vocals), Joey Guerra
(keyboards/background vocals), Bobby Navarrete
(reeds/background vocals), Andre Baeza (congas/percussion), Steve Falomir (electric bass) and Phil Madayag (drums).
Rudy Sales, in a telephone interview, said that, although he is not familiar with the Saddle Rack, a weekday
country and western club, he feels that "San Jose is a
great town for us. We’ve always had great response in
San Jose." The group’s audience is predominantly Hispanic, Sales said.
Much like its audience, Tierra, whose members come
from Los Angeles, is a minority in the music industry,
being one of the few Hispanic groups in existence. Sales
feels that this has hindered the groups climb "up the ladder.
"You may think that being one of the few MexicanAmerican groups in the country is an advantage, but I’ve
found that more obstacles are put in our way because of
it," he said.
Though distinct characteristics of Latin and jazz are
detectable, the groups style of music has undergone some
changes since Tierra was first formed.
"When we first started, our lyrics were more of a social comment, but we’ve made our music more contemporary and mass-appealing," Sales said.
After working with the musical group El Chicano, the
Sales brothers decided to branch out, and, in 1972, Tierra
was formed. Sales said they decided on the name Tierra
(Spanish for earth) because it reflected the mood of the
time and the raw and earthy music they played.
Their first album, "Tierra," was recorded on 20th
Century records and was soon followed by "Stranded," on
Salsoul Records. But "City Nights," their third album, is
by far their biggest success. Included is their hit version

of the classic Gamble & Huff ballad "Together," and last
year’s double-hit single, "Gonna Find Her/Memories."
The group is currently working on its fourth album,
scheduled for release at the end of the summer, Salas
said. A special album featuring taped live performances
by the group is also in the making. Salas added that, aside
from the production of albums, Tierra will also be featured in upcoming television commercials, endorsing various products.
When asked what inspires the group to strive for success and accomplishment, Sales said, "Wanting to overcome obstacles as one of the few Hispanic groups because, in a sense, we represent a segment of the
community. We feel that we have an obligation, to a certain extent, to stay out there."
As is true with almost every recording star, the Sales
brothers share an ultimate goal and the confidence to
reach that goal:
"My brother and I have always had this dream of
starting our own record company. There’s a hell of a lot of
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The man can still wail. And don’t let anyone tell you
different.
B.B. King held the Saddle Rack crowd in the
palm of his meaty hand Sunday night, much like he has
been doing for the past 33 years. Few in the crowd will forget what they saw and experienced.
With his faithful guitar Lucille dangling around his
massive neck, B .B. stepped out to the edge of the stage at
II :SO p.m and did what few musicians even get the
chance to do. He lived up to his own legend.
Hammering away in a guitar style that has been the
prime influence for every blues-based rock outfit that has
ever followed it, King was able to bring tears to many of
the eyes in attendance,
Tears of joy and release, His blues are a celebration,
a gospel party. where everyone sings praise to the joys of
music and what it can do for the heart and soul.
He sings like a man should sing. Deep and resonant,
urban gravel trying to escape from his throat. His voice is
a testimonial to pain and overcoming that pain,
His range is commendable, though it’s apparent B.B.
is much more comfortable exploring the lower ranges.
That’s fine by me. I’d rather hear passionate growl than
an effeminate squeal ( ala Steve Perry) anytime.
His backup musicians were professionals in the truest
sense of the word, never missing a beat, and always will-

ing to make sure the s
one came to see.
B.B. loves the sp
would roll upward, m
macing as he pounded
B.B. King gets rn
Angus Young gets out(
Talk about squeer
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light was on the man that every During his solos, his eyes
y muscle in his fleshy face grieach note.
mileage out of one note than
thousand.
sounds from a guitar. If only
attention. His mentor still has
more than just blues. Jazz and
part in his sound, melding tote wall of rhythm and brass that
vening was his rendition of the
Gene," the last song before the
and A.R. roared, and the audibegged for more. Which they
to half of the crowd remained.
e of the pefection they had been
70 minutes they had sat in on a
ing to let go of their fragment of
ent on, and the oversized cowing them out : the show was inill endure for a long, long time.

B.B. King (above) and the B.B. King Orchestra
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BONNIE
HAYES
takes control
By Gigi Bisson
They used to be called "The Punts" before Bonnie
Hayes changed the name to the less-randy "Wild
Combo." The name and the image are intentionally
vague, and that’s part of the problem.
They’re not punk enough for the punks, or hard
enough for the rockers, and even though Hayes wears a
polka-dot mini that laces up the back and something that
looks like a cross between bondage paraphernalia and a
dog leash wrapped around her waist, she’s really not that
wild, either.
But she’s cool.
She played non-stop rock for 2 hours without shedding
a drop of sweat Friday night in Morris Dailey Auditorium. Cool ladies don’t sweat, they make the audience do
that for them.
And sweat the crowd did. Concessionaires could have
made more money selling Right-Guard to the dancing audience than they did selling Bonnie Hayes t-shirts.
She was so cool, in fact, that she kept her black go-go
boots still all night. She stood with the electric piano at
her side, one fingerless gloved hand holding the mike, the
other playing. All the while, her mini-skirted body stayed
perfectly still. . . Her feet could have been glued to the
floor for all the tapping they didn’t do.
This is not to say that the perky blond singer-songwriter was stagnant in any way. She didn’t move her
music did.
Let’s just call her music the stuff that fuels great parties.
You’ve heard the songs before. They’ve got a good
beat, you can dance to them. You’ll give them a ten if
you’re dancing, a four U you’re not. Just like the city their
writer is from (San Francisco), they have a hodgepodge
of influences: jazz syncopation, funky beats, an occasional dash of calypso and a heavy dose of the Phil Spector girl -group sound.
And then there’s Bonnie herself, who also has a chameleon-like variety of personalities in her repertoire. If
her sleek assymetrical hair is falling in front of her eyes,
she resembles a young Debbie Harry. When she breaks
into a wholesome grin she could be a fresh-scrubbed Bonnie Raft.
But when she’s rocking when she breaks loose and
starts to move, she’s a lot like her favorite performer
Prince. She even unglued her boots from the floor during
an encore version of "Wild Thing" that charmed even the
most stagnant and stoned to bounce on the dance floor.

flame Swear
Bonnie Hayes, with the Wild Combo, entertains the crowd at Moab Deka Auditorium Friday night. Appearing with the Combs ma Pad
Collin’s Beat.
Maybe she just brings these performers to mind because they’re all stars, and Hayes has that elusive, can’t pin-it-down-but-you-know -it’s -there star quality.
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She oozes that combination of sexuality and charisma
that you can’t ignore live. Best of all, there’s no ego inflation getting in the way of allowing that star quality to
shine.
You’ve probably never heard of Bonnie Hayes and the
Wild Combo before. The audience hadn’t. Most of the
skimpy crowd turned out to see co-headliner Paul Collins
and the Beat, a Greg Kihn sound-alike with three songs
currently climbing the charts.
Where Hayes stood still through most of the show,
Collins stalked the stage until his thinning hair clung to
his forehead in a lacework of sweaty strands. He surveyed the crowd that barely filled half the seats and dryly
told the audience "feel free to wander around."
Maybe the success of the Beats’ catchy, chart -climbing ditty, "On the Highway," has gotten to their heads.
Collins prodded the seat -stuck audience to dance, insisting his songs were "audience participation numbers,"
but, until the end of the show, only a lone ’air-dancer’ a
man who could have interpreted the music for deaf viewers with his outrageous moves responded.
They put on a loud and lively show, did an encore and
then rushed off to another engagement in San Francisco,
leaving the stage to Bonnie Hayes, who took the audience
on as a challenge.
And won.
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Python falls short
By Eric Gill
Monty Python’s latest
film is attracting long lines
of Python fans, as well as
ordinary moviegoers, all
seeking The Meaning of
Life." The movie itself
drew a mixed reaction
from this mixed crowd,
with some Python fans
swallowing their cultish
brand of British humor
with sheer delight, while
ordinary moviegoers like
myself tried desperately to
find something funny about
the film.
Unfortunately, there is
nothing funny about the
film. It is a meaningless
movie that makes meaningless statements about
the meaning of life.
Granted, the Python
crew has never been
known for making ordinary movies with ordinary
humor. In fact, their television series itself was successful because Eric Idle,
Michael Palin, John Cleese
and the rest of the gang
created a fresh, off-beat
brand of humor. That
humor blossomed in 1975
with the release of the film
"Monty Python and the
Holy Grail." But "The
Meaning of Life" is evidence that the gang’s
humor has gone stale.
The movie is actually a
composite of various skits
that address several topics, from an unemployed
man who is forced to sell
his children for scientific
experiments to a stuffy
schoolmaster trying to
teach a classroom of uninterested boys about foreplay and sexual intercourse.
The best of these skits
is labeled a "small feature
film," and appears as an
introduction to the movie.
This short film is more typical of the "off-the-wall"
Python brand of humor
that made the crew rich
it is a cynand famous
ical sketch about old traditional businessmen who
rebel against the coporate
youth who have taken control of the financial world.
Because the sketch has
a decent plot that draws
the audience into the acfound myself
tion,
I
cheering on these ugly old
men who seize control of
their own business and bravely attempt to overthrow
the young modern corporate executives. The
sketch was humorous, creative, and exciting, but it
was only fifteen minutes
long. When it ended I was
still smiling, but as the

"Meaning of Life" progressed that smile faded.
Sure. I laughed a few
times I even the most
pompous individual would
have difficulty watching
two hours of Monty Python
without being affected by
the gang’s absurd wit). But
for the most part, the film
failed. I did not get $5
worth of laughter. Instead,
I got two hours worth of the
Python gang dressing up
as women, tigers and fat
slobs trying not to explain
the meaning of life by harting up punch lines that are
not only unamusing, but
grotesque.
In one sketch, an inflated fat slob ( Michael
Min) waddles into a
quaint French restaurant

and barfs on everything
from the waiter’s leg to the
cleaning lady’s back. He
harts and he bads and he
barfs, and some loyal Python fans laughed. But I
shook my head in disgust,
looked at my watch, and
took comfort in knowing I
was watching "The Meaning of Life" for an assignment. I might have walked
out had I not felt obligated
to see the entire film.
Of course faithful Python fans will go see "The
Meaning of Life" regardless of what critics write
about it, and many of them
will, no doubt, applaud the
film’s profound humor. But
many of those fans will undoubtedly be disappointed
in the Python gang’s latest

The wild gang of Monty Python
Jones, Eric Idle and Michael Palm
tale of well, who knows?
attempt to make an amusingly absurd movie.
They will be disappointed if they expect to
see the sarcastically cynical satire that has long
been a trademark of Monty
Python productions. Although "The Meaning of

to LI Graham Chapman, John Cleese, Terry Gilliam, Terry
offend the unoffendable in "The Meaning of Life," the btuarre
Life- is still cynical satire,
the film goes overboard
with bizzarre scenes that
simply are not funny.
While Python fans will
argue that one must develop a taste for "off-thewall" British humor before
one can appreciate Monty

Python, "The Meaning of
Life" can cause even the
most Python-hungry moviegoer to lose his appetite
for British comedy.
Like anchovies on
pizza, "you either really
love ’em, or you really hate
’em."

Betrayal’ is an affair of the mind
By Bob Teeter
Movies usually begin
at the beginning and end at
the end. Audiences can follow the plot easily. The
characters act realistically. There are few sureverybody knew,
prises
for example, that the funny
green animal was E.T.
long before Elliot did.
One new movie has
none of these attributes.
"Betrayal," the story of a
man’s affair with his best
friend’s wife, starts two
years after the affair is
over and moves backwad
in one- or two-year jumps.
Yet it is an intellectually engrossing film, the
kind that will leave moviegoers with raised eyebrows
and dropped chins.
The lover, Jerry, is
played by Jeremy Irons,
best known for his starring

role with Meryl Streep in
"The French Lieutenent’s
Woman." Patricia Hodge
plays the wife, Emma. She
has been in the movie "The
Elephant Man" and the
PBS series "Rumpole of
the Bailey." Ben Kingsley
makes a stunning transition from his role as the
quiet leader in "Gandhi" to
the seething husband. Robert, in "Betrayal."
The first scene sets the
tone. An arguing couple is
seen through the window
with no sound. Similarly,
much of what takes place
in the movie is neither spoken aloud nor immediately
understood by the audience.
The movie is a tragedy
of manners. The dialogue,
by modernist playwright
Harold Pinter, conceals
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more than it reveals. The
story is told through nuances in facial expressions
and tone of voice.
In one scene, early in
the movie, Emma tells
Jerry that she no longer
has afternoons free to meet
him. She complains that
they don’t have enough
imagination to think of another time to meet. As she
hands him the key to their
flat
rented for such
meetings she says she
has Thursday afternoons
free.
On the surface, it
makes no sense. Why
should she complain if they

have Thursdays? Why is
she calling it off anyway?
The scene is typical of
the movie. It explains
much about the nature of
Jerry’s
and
Emma’s
relationship if it is watched
carefully for every subtlety. Their affair is over,
and it matters little if they
can have Thursdays.
In the end, the movie is
about the relationships between each pair in the trilovers, the
the
angle
friends, the husband and
wife. The three actors
dominate the film.
Ben Kingsley displays
the best performance Th.

part of the husband could
easily be overplayed, but
Kingsley meets the challenge. His character appears quiet, yet is menacing
and
cunning
underneath.
Jerry, played by Jeremy Irons, is often naive
and
confused.
Robert,
Kingsley’s
character,
keeps him constantly on
edge.
The movie is well
worth seeing. It’s not for
those who want a tearjerker or a relaxing Sunday matinee
111111
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APRIL SPECIAL

FREE LARGE SODA

WITH THE PURCHASE OF ANY SANDWICH
OFFER VALID UNTIL THE END OF APRIL

1527E. Santa Clara
San lose, CA 95116

80 East San Carlos
947-1333

Between I /st & Iird St.
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Santa Cruz shines on even in off-season
By Diane Murphy

Photos by Diane Murphy
1r

.1r ’re

There is a poster in a bar and backgammon parlor in
Santa Cruz that reads, "On the seventh day. God went
surfing."
If God had lived in Santa Cruz, he probably would
have gone surfing or roller skating, mopeding, trampolining or arcading. And afterward, he would, no doubt.
have left the area on a skateboard.
There’s a lot of Santa Cruzin’ going on down on the
Boardwalk.
So much that one can sometimes lose sight of the real
Monterey Bay. The Boardwalk,
beauty there the
usually alive with ice cream-toting parents and screaming children, can be found quiet, standing like a ghost
town above a beach, empty, except for the occasional
passing of a shirtless jogger and his dog and the waves
that rush in like foaming white ribbons. This is midweek.
off-season Santa Cruz and it is beautiful.
All the craziness of the tourist town is still there, but
in much smaller doses. A visitor will still be able to see a
man with an earring in one ear and an oversized radio
pressed to the other dancing down Front Street on roller
skates.
That visitor can even fork over a couple of bucks and
try the skates out for an hour, or $6.50 and fall down
throughout the day.
There are even surfboards and wetsuits to be rented.
Two man rafts, skateboards, and fishing boats are available.
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ALL YOU CAN EAT

LUNCH $3.50’DINNER $4.75
FRIDAY NIGHT:Seafood

(WEEKEND
SPECIAL

$3.50
14 Items
I
all day

FREE Soft Drinks
Coffee or Tea Daily
Exp. 3/30/83

3540 Homesteai Rd.

at Lawrence Exp.
Santa Clara
(408) 241-5553

2614 Broadway
at El Camino
Redwood City
(415) 364-8036

CHAU’S
CHINESE BUFFET

SAL & LUIGI’S PIZZERIA
FAMOUS FOR HOMEMADE
RAVIOLI, GNOCCHI
(RICOTTA CHEESE DUMPLINGS)
AND ITALIAN SAUSAGE
Enjoy our Beautifully Served and
Sensibly Priced Italian Food
Today!

297-1136
347 S. 1st Street (Across from Camera I)
4 blocks from the campus

lithe roller skating and surfing don’t provide enough
self-destruction, the mid-week tourist can go "Hi-Ballin’ ", without having to wait in line. Two to four courageous (stupid’? souls try to toss a soft ball over a net and
into the opponent’s basket while bouncing on a trampoline.
For safety, the arena is enclosed by nets (although a
release must be signed in order to play. One player was
overheard screaming, "I’m getting nauseous, my neck is
getting whiplashed... Doesn’t this hurt your knees’?!"
Her partner smiled, just jumped all the harder and
sent her flying up and down in convulsive jerks as he
scored another point. But it did become fun for both players, as it turned out. The expert bouncer somehow fell and
with a gleam of avenging satisfaction, the nauseous
player madly jumped up and down, sending the victim
bouncing helplessly from wall to wall.
The arcade is also open on the weekdays, but is pleasantly empty and without lines. Ms. Pac Man. Centipede
and Donkey Kong are mixed in with a fortune tellers box.
a 5-cent peep show, "Postcards of the Pinups," and pinball machines. For a quarter a person can try to direct a
claw toward some plastic prize that it will never pick up.
But even though the arcade is open weekdays, other
attractions are not.
The taffy pull machine is quiet, and many of the shops
may be closed. The barkers are not barking from the football toss and the rollercoaster isn’t running. But the ocean
is still there and the lack of people along the beaches only
adds to its incredible beauty.
The Santa Cruz Municipal Wharf stretches into the
Pacific. A few fishermen line its edges, an occasional car
speeds toward the shore. The gagging smell of fresh fish
meets the visitor’s nostrils as he or she walks toward the
end.
A seal barks, begging much like a dog, from 30 feet
below some fishermen it hopes will be generous or
careless.
Midweek, there are more gulls sitting on the tables
along the wharf than there are people.
Although many of the shops and eateries that line
Beach Street are closed or have limited hours, seafood
restaurants along the wharf still serve. The view of sea
gulls circling, fishermen fishing and the great expanse of
ocean is out of the pages of a mariner’s tale.
Midweek Santa Cruz in the off-season is a visiting
ground for the person who prefers the quiet allure of the
ocean to the exciting throngs of people.
It still offers the eccentric character of coastal California, but some of the madness has been replaced by natural beauty.
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The Jam takes a final bow: ’Beat Surrender’
By David Reznicek
"Beat Surrender," is
the appropriate and satisfying final bow by mod
rockers extrodinaire The
Jam.
The five-song EP is a
soul -wrenching last effort
by a group that has worked
hard for most of its career
to live down their image as
a Who copy. This EP
should kill those comparisons once and for all.
From the start in 1978,
critics had referred to The
Jam as Who clones, relegating the band to Mod cult
status.
There were similarities, though often exaggerated. The Jam represented
the Mods, an entire English subculture, obsessed
with trenchcoat fashions,
uppers
( blues),
motor
scooters and The Jam.

In 1965, the Who had
been the Mods’ group of
passion.
In
1978, the
movement was revitalized
with The Jam in place as
the new mod musical deity.
The Jam’s early music
was surly and raw, the lyrics pinpointing the lateadolescent rage demonstrated in the writings of
the young Pete Townshend.
"Beat Surrender," and
The Jam’s previous LP,
"The Gift," trace the
band’s evolution into one of
the finest anglo rhythm
and blues acts around.
"Beat
Surrender"
opens side one, and painfully demonstrates why the
band will be so sorely
missed.
Metallically -compressed horns blend with

Paul Weller’s expressive
singing and understated
guitar to form a unique and
progressive
dare I say
rand b sound.
It’s followed by "Shopping," the choice cut of the
album, if for nothing other
than the tasty jazz guitar
solo by Weller.
The song is smooth and
the lyrics are poignant, the
tension building in Weller’s
voice as he rails against
submission to image and
the product’s ability to give
people that image.
"I dress myself for the
part
I smile, but it just don’t
work
Something about my
face
Must just be the wrong
shape
I better try another

brand
Pretty quick"
"Move On Up," the
Curtis Mayfield classic,
opens up side two on an upbeat and optimistic note.
The treatment is faithful
though not purist: updated
with soul intact.
Trumpets and saxes
mount against Weller’s vanilla soul wailings, with a
brush of bongos for mabumba ambience to create
an interpretive gem that
would make Curtis proud.
Next, they cover the
I’m -in-love-and -I’m -out -ofcontrol -blues -territory
with their rendition of
"Stoned Out of My Mind."
On love, not drugs.
The final song on the
EP. and, for that matter,

The Jam’s career, is
"War" (huh!!!... What is it
good for absolutely nothing! I. It has brass, funked
up bass, and working class
vocals dipped in sandpaper. sarcasm and cynicism.
The explosion at the
end of the song could represent the end of the world,
or it might symbolize the
demise of The Jam. A significant loss either way.
The Jam will be
missed, though not nearly
as much in America as in
England, where they had
several number one singles.
American radio never
accepted The Jam, save
for occasional airplay of

their pop masterpiece "A
Town Called Malice," off
"The Gift." Programmers
thought the group’s music
was too abrasive, the lyrics
too English and even
worse, political, and the
vocals too thick and
slurred.
"Beat Surrender" will
probably not alter this syndrome. The songs sound
just a bit too foreign and
threatening to reach widespread stateside appeal
and acceptance.
011.

It will be accepted by
listeners
that demand
depth and committment in
the music they buy. It will
be accepted by anyone who
enjoys fine rhythm and
blues. I’m sure The Jam
preferred it that way.
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Vietnam vets tell their stories
By Bob Teeter
We avoided them. We did not want to listen to their
stories or give them a parade. One million people remained out of sight.
They are Vietnam veterans.
Newsweek writers Peter Goldman and Tony Fuller
have attempted to show Americans what Vietnam vets
are with a new book, "Charlie Company: What Vietnam
Did To Us."
They have largely succeeded.
The book developed out of an article in the Dec 14.
1981, Newsweek about the war and the years since for the
men of Charlie Company, more properly known as 1st Infantry Division. 2nd Battalion. 28th Infantry, C Company.
The unit was picked almost at random, the authors
write. They only wanted men who had served in the crucial years of 1968 and 1969, between the North Vietnamese
Tel Offensive in January 1968 and the American atrocities
at My Lai in late 1969.
Americans began to turn against the war as either
senseless or immoral in those years, and Richard Nixon
was elected with a "secret plan" to end the war - pulling
out troops and bombing North Vietnam.
Goldman and Fuller chose Charlie Company, they
write, because of its survival of an ambush, its reputation
as a work -hard. play -hard company and its record in both
World Wars.
Of the more than 100 men who served in (he company
over two years units often had fewer than their atoned
numbers in the war Newsweek staffers found and interviewed 65 men, or their families. They talked very readily.
"How do you explain that so many of the guys are
talking?," former infantryman David Brown was asked.
"Not only talking, but it’s coming out of them like a watertall."
"Somebody asked us," he replied.
The book is divided roughly into two parls, a description of the company’s service in Vietnam and accounts ol
the men’s lives since.
The first part is typical war journalism. It tells .1 the
gory and harrowing life of the "grunt," the lowest soldier

tenant who managed to fire several mortars before anyone could stop him.
The book has plenty of blood for those who enjoy it
for example, a sergeant with his brains in his mouth and
the bloody remains of an enemy soldier with pictures of
his family.
The first part serves some purpose, to describe the
war tor those who want to understand. It contains nothing
new. though, and does little to serve the book’s purpose, to
present portraits of individual soldiers. Michael Heres
’’Dispatches" provides a much better "feel" for the war.
The second half of "Charlie Company- delivers what
the subtitle promised. what Vietnam did to the soldiers.
By letting the soldiers speak for themselves, the authors allow the idea to come out that Vietnam vets are not
all alike. None of the 65 men fit the stereotype of the bloodthirsty, racists who willingly went to Vietnam to kill
women and children and came back insane criminals.
Many of them were 19-or 20-year-olds, and were
drafted to Vietnam, interrupting family and career plans.
Some of them had trouble 12 years later continuing a
relationship or holding a lob. A few suffered mental illness.
Their political opinions are not alike. either. Some believed politicians did not try to win the war. Others
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Every red-blooded
American has some
domestic Russian vodka
on hand. Mix it with
La Paz Margarita
Mix and have
’ some domestic
Russian Margaritas
on hand!

The company went through several ambushes and mean
ingless campaigns into the jungle, fighting an unseen
enemy. Other Americans fired on them, including a lieu’
thought it was fought to make arms manufacturers
wealthy.
Most thought it was a waste. One soldier was blinded,
yet he said he would do the same if he had it to do over.
Some see ominous signs in El Salvador and would
never again fight a foreign war. A few are still in the
army.
The book finds its purpose in the second half, where
the men speak for themselves. The authors interfered occasionally by including their own opinions about the
causes of the war and inflation and referring to wives and
lovers as men’s "ladies."
Despite some lapses. "Charlie Company" remembers these forgotten Americans, the Vietnam vets.
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CHINESE RESTAURANT
Mandarin 86 Szechuan Cuisine
Lunch 8r, Dinner
Food To Go
131
E. JACKSON ST,
294-3303 or 998-9427

6 Blocks North of
Santa Clara St
Between 3rd ell 4th
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Bob Seger and the Silver
Bullet Band -- 8 p.m.
today, Oakland Coliseum
Arena; 8 p.m. Sat, Cow
Palace, Daly City.
Weather Report - 8 p.m.
today, Warfield Theater,
San Francisco.
Charles Aznavour -- 8 p.m.
Fri, Warfield Theater, San
Francisco.
Mel Torme’ -- 8 p.m. Sat,
Flint Center, De Anza
College, Cupertino.
Anne Murray - 8 p.m. Fri Sun, Golden Gate Theater.
San Francisco.

San Jose Institute of
Contemporary Art - 377 S.
First St. -- Works by
Emerson Woelffer and
Kanemitsu, through May 7.
San Jose Art League
Rental Gallery - 31 W.
San Fernando St. -Watercolors by Margaret
O’Keefe, wood sculpture by
Lorenz Wittman and
ceramics by Kathleen
Hendig, through May.
Union Gallery -- SJSU
Student Union - Drawings
by Jay Sagen and ceramic
vessels by Darrell Gray,
through Fri.
:UM) Art Department
Galleries -- "Southern California Photographers,"
through April 29.

Berenice Lipson-Gruzen -concert pianist -- 8 p.m.
Mon. Music Department
Concert Hall.
Student recitals - SJSU
Music Department Concert Hall
3 p.m. Sat:
Karen Stasko. flute. 5 p.m.
Sat: Katrina Wreede,
viola. Rosemary Caviglia,
piano. 7:30 p.m. Sun:
James Warren. clarinet.

Concert pianist Berenice
(above)
Lipson Gruzen
appears 8 p.m. Monday in
the Music Department’s
LipsonHall.
Concert
Gruzen recently made
musical history as the
first western artist to
record with the Chinese
Orchestra. The event is
sponsored by the A.S.
Program Board.
The
American
Conservatory Theater of
San Francisco opens its
production of Marsha
Norman’s "The Holdup"
this week at the Geary
Theater, starring Peter
Donal (left) as The
Outlaw.

PHElkIrE GLASS
2:30 pm., Sun., April 17
Memorial Auditorium, Stanford

HAWAII

$125 z%
Pins 43 Onnartino
F MPS cubing ,l,

$750 to $10.50 Students $3 off
STUDENT RUSH $4 - 1 hour before curtain
Call (415) 497-4317, BASS, and other agencies
Presented by the Lively Arts at Stanford
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GOULD CENTER

972-0770

SJSU Student Recitals -SJSU Music Department
Concert Hall - 3 p.m. Sat:
Karen Stasko. flute. 5 p.m.
Sat: Katrina Wreede.
viola, Rosemary Ca viglia,
piano. 7:30 p.m. Sun:
James Warren. clarinet.

wit
San Jose City College Art
Gallery -- 2100 Moorpark
Ave. -- Paintings by Victor
Bagno, through Fri.
San Jose Art Center - 482
S. Second St. -- "San Jose
Glass," a glass exhibition;
watercolors by Patricia
Hunter and photographs by
Lynn Beldner, through
May 3.
Rosicrucian
Egyptian
Museum -- Rosicrucian
Park, Park and Naglee -Paintings by Barbara
Conley and Charlotte
Dunn. through May I.
San Jose Museum of Art -110 S. Market St. -Paintings by Mary Ann
Rose. through Wed. Largescale paintings by Hassel
Smith, through April 24.
Paintings by Yukako
Okudaira and Cheryl
Doering, through May I.
Sculptor’s drawings. 50
works on paper. through
May 22.

Don’t Start Me to Talkin’ or
I’ll Tell Everything
Know - Provisional Theater of Los Angeles.
sponsored by the San Jose
Black Theater Workshop,
Studio Theater, SJSU liugh
Gillis Hall (29X-0437) -- 7
p.m. Sun. 67-$14.
Murder at Howard
Johnson’s -- King Dodo
Playhouse, 176 E. Fremont
Ave., Sunnyvale ( 2666060 ) -- 8:30 p.m. Fn.

Open-ended.
The Holdup - American
Conservatory Theater,
Geary Theater, 415 Geary
St., San Francisco ( 415-6736440) -- 8 p.m. today, 2:30
p.m. Sat, 8 p.m. Wed,
through May 7 56-414.
Robert Bly - San Jose
Poetry Center, Trinity
Church, 81 N. Second St.
(377-2817) - Poetry readings, 8 p.m. today-Sun. $4.
The Great White Hope -Lucie
TheaterWorks,
Stern Center, 1305 Middlefield Road, Palo Alto
1415-329-2623) -- 8 p.m. Fri Sat. Ends Sat. $6-$8.
H.M.S. Pinafore -- Gilbert
and Sullivan Society of San
Montgomery
Jose,
Theater, San Carlos and
Market streets (739-3438) -8 p.m. Sat, 2:30 p.m. Sun,
through April 23. $7.50.
Babes in Toyland -- San
Jose Dance Theater, San
Jose Center for the Performing Arts, Almaden
Blvd. and San Carlos St.
(371-9561 -- 1 p.m. and 4
p.m. Sun. 8243.

Morning’s at Seven -American Conservatory
Theater, Geary Theater,
415 Geary St.. San Francisco ( 415-673-6440) -- 8
p.m, today and 2:30 p.m.
Sat. Ends Sat.
Dance Theater ’83 -University Theater, Hugh
Gillis Hall, SJSU (2772777) - annual showcase
for theater arts department choreographers and
five premieres
dancers
among the 12 works in
concert, modern ballet,
modern dance, classical
mobalja." and
jazz.
baroque: including dancers from the University
Dance Theater, DanKing’s
The
ceworks.
Dancers. Bobbie Wynn and
the
Zohar,
and
Company,
New Dance Company of
San Jose, also individual
performances by SJSU
dance students. 8 p.m. Thu’
Sat. 81-85.
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Das Root -- 7 and 10 p.m.
Wed, Morris Dailey
Auditorium. 41.75.

Keystone Palo Alto - 260
California Ave., Palo Alto
(415-324-1402) -- Fri: Steel
Breeze, Eddie and the
Tide, Legend. Sat: Randy
Hansen, Andy Just and the
Defenders, Hot Rok. Sun:
Modern Weapons, Air
Raid, Maul, Isolation.
Mon: Vandenberg, Quiet
Riot, Dammaj. The: Addiction, The Hyts, Metro
Jets.
Saddle Rack -- 1310
Auzerais Ave. (286-3393) -7 and 10 p.m. Sun: War. 7
and 10 p.m. Mon: Tierra.
Cover Charge: $7 advance,
$8 day of show.
The Last Laugh -- 29 N.
San Pedro St. (287LAFF) -- Today-Sun: George Miller.
Niles Station -- 37501 Niles
Blvd., Fremont 1415-79477971 -- Today: Avalon.
Fri: TKO. Sat: Interstate
5.
Tower Saloon -- 163 W.
Santa Clara St. (295-2430) - Today: Paul Durkett
Band. Fri: Blues Survivors
R & B Revue with Mark
Hummel, Dottie Ivory,
Cool Papa. Sat: The Chris
Cain Band. Sun: Open mike
talent/comedy
contest.

Ben Hue, go eat your hew
acting "Chariots of Fire.’

Twos
By Dave Berkowitz
Two East Bay stude
Gov. George Deukmejia
days in office Wednesi
nouncing a recall effor
next year’s proposed fe

munity colleges.
Michael Greenspan
dent of Feather River
Quincey and Charles Br

student of colleges in B
Oakland filed a recall

Secretary of State Marc
office Wednesday eiti

Prop(
By Mike Holm
By 9 a.m. Tuesday

